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ANALYSIS
Burgess, Maclean and Sir Anthony Eden
URING the lifetime of a generation Sir Anthony Eden has
been responsible for the Foreign Office for over sixty per
cent of the time ; in the last twenty-five years he has been
Foreign Secretary for eleven years and a Minister connected
with that department for an additional five years. These simple
figures cannot be repeated too often if the British public is to
understand the background to the gravest administrative scandal
of this period. In the great campaign of hush which follows
the Burgess-Maclean revelations, not only the Foreign Office
but also the administration is fighting for its life. It is well known
that much more could emerge, and the government is struggling
desperately to prevent further disclosures. The reason is to save
the Prime Minister, who would appear so foolish that his continuance
in office would be impossible if everything came out.
Immediate questions are : who protected and promoted Maclean
after his Cairo record, until he was made head of the American
Department of the Foreign Office ? Was he or was he not in a
position to give information to the communists which resulted
in a prolongation of the war in Korea and the loss of so many
American lives ? The attempt to shrug off this American charge
is as ineffective as it is contemptible. Who tipped this pair off
to escape is a minor point much emphasised by the press, though
it should be all too easy to name more than one who could have
done i t ; there is safety in numbers for the Foreign Office
suspects in this matter. It is more important to know how
it was possible for senior Foreign Office officials, and even for
Ministers, not to be aware of the declared opinions of Burgess
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and Maclean during their drunken bouts in London ; they were
known to a wide circle. This indeed is one of the most remarkable
aspects of this strange affair ; the complete indiscretion of these
two debauchees while in the service of the Soviets. It prompts
another line of questioning : who were the bigger fools ? —
Soviet agents who constantly declared themselves to be communists
while drunk in London night clubs ? The Soviets who employed
such obvious clowns ? The Foreign Office who continued to
pay their salaries, and afford them access to so many secrets,
while they so conducted themselves, not merely in private but
in public ? Surely in current political conditions there were
enough night-club boys within the Tory Party to tell Mr. Eden
what was happening ; even if the intelligence service had ceased
to function.
But the matter is deadly serious. Despite their many faults
of mind and character these men apparently managed to give
an enemy invaluable information. That may be one reason why
the Soviets decided to rescue agents who at first sight might appear
too unreliable to warrant the trouble. The graver reason can
be that a real interrogation of Burgess and Maclean might have
revealed the real Soviet agents ; key men in the Foreign Office,
and elsewhere. It might not have been worth saving two
drunks who had served their turn, but it was worth saving the
serious men they left behind them, possibly the whole network
of Soviet espionage in the inner circles of British government.
Not only the intelligence system of the communists in England
was at stake. For instance, it is someone’s duty to ask who was
responsible for nurturing in Foreign Office circles the German
traitor John and finally planting him on the Germans as the
head of their department for the protection of the constitution ?
What were the full details of the part he played in recent German
events ; the broad outline is known ? Yes, there is much more
to come out. This is just a beginning.
Butler’s deflation ; enough to annoy but not to succeed
Butler will deflate just enough to annoy everyone, and achieve
nothing ; then he will devalue. Let us see whether this standard
analysis of the character and conduct of weak men will coincide
as closely as usual with Byron’s genial libel on woman : “ and
vowing she would ne’er consent, consented ” . It is a reasonable
surmise that a mendacious frailty did not alone distinguish that
4'
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rigid Socialist lawyer Sir Stafford Cripps among contemporary
Chancellors in currency difficulties. The reason for our appre
hension is that a deflation adequate to hold the pound at its present
level, and restore British prices to a competitive position, would
probably entail a situation similar to 1926. We do not see the
present government going through with that. On the other hand
we do not see them showing the honesty and strength to admit
that mistakes have been made, devalue straight away, and then
prove they really mean business in holding prices at a competitive
level on the new basis. Instead we shall probably have a prolonged
posturing about maintaining the pound at its present value, which
will start a long row about a small deflation followed by a larger
devaluation than there need have been, owing to time lost, reserves
lost, and effort diverted from external markets to internal strife.
The nettles that are firmly grasped sting least, the stitch in time
saves nine ; how many of the old saws are true.
The best chance of the present government, within the limits
of this system, is either to persist in a severe deflation and face
a great upheaval firmly and immediately, or to devalue at once.
The first course is Tory policy, and the second is to move before
they are kicked. In recent years Tory government has never
had either the courage to apply the policy in which they believe,
or, in default, the wit to move out before they are kicked out.
We believe that history at home will repeat itself, as it has so
often abroad. We shall have a long, losing battle to save the
pound with many brave attitudes but no firm action ; the result
will be much worse than if a disagreeable decision had been faced
at the beginning. As usual the government’s only hope of rescue
from troubles of its own creation is not its own efforts but other
people’s mistakes ; we shall only be saved from devaluation by
inflation again getting out of hand in other countries, or by a
long continuance of the favourable turn in the terms of trade.
In recent months, there has been a renewal of the tendency which
has so long saved the Government ; our necessary imports have
inclined to fall in price and our exports to rise. This event has
done far more than any measure of the Chancellor to postpone
the devaluation of the pound. Yet under the present system
Mr. Butler has no more control over this luck of the foreign
markets than he has over the politics of Mars. He remains the
helpless victim of external circumstances, without effort, or even
thought, by the Conservative Party to reach a less vulnerable
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situation. When the luck of the terms of trade really turns
against us, we shall see things to which Britain is unaccustomed.
Mr. Hawtrey ; Bull or Bear ?
Mr. Hawtrey takes the remarkable view that the pound is
undervalued ; he seemed alone in this opinion except for a motley
collection of financial correspondents from the popular press
who hastily rallied to his standard, with shrill whistling to keep
up the spirits of their proprietors. Then, with heavy, lagging
foot the Governor of the Bank of England came to his aid with
all the traditional pomp of the speech at the Mansion House.
He, too, thought the pound was still undervalued in respect of
some currencies, and the City cynically murmured: send him
to Zurich with a £ note. But Mr. Hawtrey is an economist of
such distinction that his opinion deserves the most serious
consideration. He appears to believe that the pound was not
overvalued at the time of the last devaluation, became then grossly
undervalued, and is still undervalued despite the subsequent rise
in prices. Without examining his argument in detail within
present limits of space, it is possible to make one point which
has escaped the notice of the financial correspondents as they
clutch at a straw which is more substantial than usual. If Mr.
Hawtrey’s argument be valid, it is not a bull but a bear point
for the economy of Britain. It may provide hope for avoiding
an immediate devaluation, but it shows our general economic
position in a still more unfavourable light. If the pound has
been undervalued all these years, while our export trade has been
receding in relation to that of other countries, and while our share
of world markets has been diminishing, the long term position
is worse than the most pessimistic have conceived. For an
undervalued currency provides a concealed subsidy of exports
for reasons with which all our readers will be familiar. Let us,
however, in the mood of the present analysis, clarify the position
in terms which even an Express reader can understand. We will
take a hypothetical case of a currency devaluation in round figures.
If the pound were worth four dollars and were suddenly devalued
to two dollars, the bounty on exports would work out as follows :
prior to the devaluation goods which cost one pound to produce
with a reasonable profit margin would sell for four dollars on
the American market in the absence of a tariff barrier; after
the devaluation the same goods could be sold for two dollars.
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By such an exchange manipulation, or collapse, exports would
gain greatly in competitive power ; they could be sold at half
the price with the same margin of profit. The advantage, of course,
does not endure, particularly in a country which, like Britain,
has to buy so large a proportion of its foodstuffs and raw materials
abroad. For the price of the necessary imports is obviously
increased to a corresponding extent. But the slowly diminishing
advantage lasts for some time ; it prevails until wages and other
home costs have caught up with the consequent rise in the cost
of living. A dying economy can keep going for quite some time
on successive devaluations, but the end is certain. If therefore
Mr. Hawtrey’s thesis be true, the country is still enjoying the
benefit of the last devaluation, which, itself, occurred when the
pound was not overvalued. Yet, despite this advantage, we are
failing to hold our own with other countries in the struggle for
world markets ; we are slipping back in the race although our
exports are still thus subsidised, and, particularly in the case of
America, other countries’ exports are suffering from the converse
condition which is the handicap of an overvalued, currency.
So serious is the position that our undervalued currency may
have to be still further devalued ; in other words, the failing
system requires a still more powerful drug to keep it going.
We trust, for the sake of the country, that Mr. Hawtrey is mistaken.
In any case,, the financial pundits of the daily press started cheering
a long time before they started thinking ; not for the first time
when the boss was feeling bull.
Lord Beaverbrook’s Politics and the European Market
The greatest argument for Europe is the great m arket; except
for those who are capable of feeling that it is worth even the last
effort of mind, heart and will to carry three thousand years of
the most exalted culture the world has seen to yet further heights
of the human spirit. In any case, we must live if anything is to
be done, and it will eventually be plain even to Lord Beaverbrook
that the only way for England still to live is to enter Europe.
The Treasury has just discreetly pointed out* that a ready made
market of 300,000,000 people in Europe is more immediately
available than an Empire market which does not now exist after
generations of neglect, which cannot now be rapidly developed,
and which cannot be developed at all without resources we no
* Bulletin for Industry, Sept. 1955.
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longer possess. All signs great and small point to Europe.
The Daily Express reports that the output of each American
worker is “ nearly three times higher than the output of each
worker in Britain ” (8.9.55). Why ? — not because the American
works three times harder ; he may work a little harder — we
doubt even that — but not three times harder. The American
is served with far more machinery which enables him to produce
three times as much as the British worker for the same, or less
effort. Why has America far more machinery ? — because
America is richer and invests more in machinery ; that is the
first answer. But how did America become richer ? (If we
may continue our children’s catechism at a level at which even
Express readers could understand) — we can be sure anyhow
not by working three times harder. America became richer by
mass production for a large and assured home market. It is
worth installing the latest machinery if you are certain of full
production for such a m arket; and if it is worth while you get
the necessary investment to pay for the machinery because it is
certain of a good return on the money. Mass production is cheap
production ; cost is determined far more by the rate of production
than by the rate of wage.
The Limitations of British Conditions
In these islands these conditions do not exist. Our industries
have no large and assured home m arket; they have to fight for
export markets in order to pay by exports for the import of food
and raw materials we do not possess. These export markets
are continually closed against us by tariff barriers, and by local
industrialisation when former customers decide to supply their
own needs. We shall also soon have to face intensive competition
in the remaining markets from the dumped surplus of countries
resting on large home markets like America ; already the Daily
Express complains “ America represents the real competition
with this country” . Even in these early days, too, we suffer
undercutting competition, from countries like India and Japan
whose cheap labour was supplied with modern machinery by
the City of London ; the financiers used the wealth which British
workers created to aid our competitors instead of to develop
British Empire. Lord Beaverbrook was full of crusading spirit
but he nearly always supported Tory governments, and never
attacked financiers. In these conditions no-one can speak of
8
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mechanising British industry for an assured home market;
no-one will take the risk of modern production on a great scale
if we have no idea from one day to another what it is producing
for. The American worker produces three times as much as the
British worker for one reason alone ; he has the tools and the
British worker has not. And the American has the tools because
he has a certain market for which to produce, and the British
worker has not.
What are now the means to develop what is left of the Empire ?
The Empire could once have provided the conditions which
British industry lacks. But the Empire was shamefully neglected
before the war, under Tory governments ; when war came the
geological survey of Empire had not even been completed.
It would not have cost much more than one Beaverbrook crusade.
The men who inherited a great estate from their fathers had not
even the energy to add up what they had got, let alone to develop
it. Then a great part of the Empire was thrown away by the war.
These were the areas of large populations which a few years
before could have provided contract labour for the development
of the empty spaces of Africa ; labour which would have been
glad to make a good bit extra by preparing new territories for
white occupation and then to go home for a modest but happy
retirement. India was then abandoned in the weakness left behind
by war ; the Tory leader could snarl his disbelief but not resist.
Not only were these great reservoirs of manpower lo s t; nearly
all our foreign investments were also flung down the drain of war.
Both the manpower and the money which could have developed
the Empire were thrown away in that unnecessary catastrophe.
We have left neither men to work nor money to invest. Such
were the results of the war which Lord Beaverbrook supported,
although he did not believe in it. Now he wants us to turn our
back on Europe, and to develop the Empire. What with ? —
we press the question, what with ? What means have we now
to develop the Empire ? These islands have not the manpower
to work our own mines and agriculture. What drivel then to
argue that alone, single-handed, we can develop the virgin
territories of the whole remaining Empire. ‘ Where are the men
to come from ? Where is the money to come from ? We were
supposed to have as target an annual surplus of £300,000,000
for such purposes, to replace the thousands of millions previously
9
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accumulated as foreign investments which were lost in the war.
Now we are on the verge of running a deficit instead of a surplus,
because of our failure to compete in foreign markets. We press
the question, where is the money to come from ? Will the
Express reply from America ? Is that to be the end of the Empire
crusade, that the Empire is to be sold to America ? — while
Britain applies for membership as the forty-ninth state ? Is
Britain to become the cheap labour belt of American civilisation,
now the American negro is moving up to a higher standard ?
If that is not the logic of all this nonsense, what is it and where
is it ? It is time Lord Beaverbrook was told the facts of life.
European Market
In Europe a market of 300,000,000 people, with a relatively
high standard of life, is immediately available, if England will
take the lead in European union instead of obstructing it.
How long would it take to develop a comparable market in the
Empire ? The Empire should have been developed long before
the war in a long, steady effort; that development should have
absorbed our energies rather than war. There is now no time
to make an Empire market to replace our traditional world
markets, even if we had the men and the money to do it. But
the European market is ready made. Once we have the will to
unite and to act the economic solution is comparatively easy.
A market of three hundred million people is there, and it can be
a fair market if, by a combination of government and trade union
action, we at once level up the lower paid labour areas to the
highest standards prevailing in our continent. The process of
levelling up is naturally always easier than that of levelling down.
The increase of living standards in these areas could be put through
very quickly. It need not entail increased cost because a greater
rate of production would be possible and profitable for the
larger market. Minor adjustments would clearly be necessary,
but the great surge of new energy released by the lucrative
opportunities of a greatly enlarged market for all would soon sweep
away the small frictions.
A development of adequate raw materials and additional
foodstuffs from the pooled colonies of all Europe would be a
comparatively simple task. An export surplus produced by
three hundred million people goes further than a surplus produced
by fifty million people. The capital resources available for
10
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development — even without outside help — will be far larger,
and everything can be done on the great scale which lowers costs
and multiplies results. To find the manpower for the job from
these small islands is difficult; to find it from all Europe is easy.
It will not take a very large proportion of European production
to develop in our overseas territories the resources we do not
possess in Europe itself. And enough Europeans will be willing
to go overseas to develop their own for a good reward, while they
would not go to develop American lands, even if they still bear
a British label, concealing a sale to American capitalism ; in
that case many of the hardest working would continue to prefer
Brazil to Africa, a new venture to an old firm which has changed
hands. Europe a Nation will have the men and will have the
money too. We shall not need a penny from outside if we put
into it the full effort of European production. If, for reasons
of speed, we take investments from outside we shall be large enough
and strong enough to do so on our own terms from people eager
to invest in a concern which would clearly become the largest
and strongest in the world. For, without a doubt, that will be
the position of Europe once Europeans decide to come together.
Our market is three hundred millions and the American market
is one hundred and fifty millions. Our technique is at least equal
to their technique and our workers are at least equal to their
workers. All that is lacking is union, which will give both the
market and the will to develop it.
Persistent and Malignant Enemies of Europe
Why should such men as Lord Beaverbrook be the persistent
and malignant enemies of Europe ? Why should British government
only be pushed by failure elsewhere with lagging footsteps towards
the European community ? Lord Beaverbrook laments that
“ only ten years ago the general demand was for carving up
Germany ”. He applauds Labour’s Foreign Secretary Mr. Ernest
Bevin whose “ one solution of the German problem was to take
away the German machinery ” ; whenever envy prompts a
conspicuous folly Lord Beaverbrook is at one with the Left.
These Labour ministers at the Foreign Office were always happy
to wag their tails whenever a nice, kind, cultured gentleman in
a homberg hat patted them on their heads or “ quiffs ” — for
purposes that now become more apparent — but why on earth
should Lord Beaverbrook wag too ? “ Always the Daily Express
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has opposed unification ” the same article continues. “ Oppose
German union ”, “ weaken the country ”, then “ carve up
Germany ”, “ take away the German machinery ” : that is the
recipe of Lord Beaverbrook to prevent the union of the Europe
he so deeply dislikes, for the union of Europe without Germany
is impossible. And what has he got to put in its place ? —
nothing, nothing at all, since the only means of developing the
Empire to which he gave his life has been thrown away in a war
which he supported without belief. He has nothing to propose
and nothing to sa y ; so his newspapers make noises like a
gramophone record stuck in the same groove, and a groove of
thirty years ago.
The logical end of his policy is to give England to America
and Europe to Russia. He does not mean this, or anything
of the kind, he is nothing like as bad as that. He really has
not thought it out at all in the new conditions which have
altered everything. But this is the only logical end of his old
policy, applied in the circumstances of a new world which he
has not noticed. What is left of the Empire can only now be
developed, apart from Europe, with American money, and,
if it is so developed, it will, in fact if not in name, be American
owned. The rest of the Beaverbrook policy will inevitably throw
Germany into the arms of Russia, and, if Germany goes that
way, all Europe will go in the end. This is not a policy of
reason ; it is the emotional reaction of someone who cannot
feel at home with any man who speaks any language except
English with a twang. A graver fear has arisen than the old
apprehension that “ the niggers begin at Calais ” ; it is that
culture begins at Calais. Even this is ill-founded, for the land
of Shakespeare still feels its deep affinity with the lands of
Racine, of Goethe, of Dante, of Cervantes, of Homer, Heraklitus
and Plato ; despite our transatlantic mentors.
The Real Basis of Friendship with America
We have always stood, and will always stand for close friendship
with America, but for the equal friendship of men, not the
dependence of vassals. We have in common the profound
interest of resistance to Russian communism. Together we stand,
divided we fall — we both know it. The equal friendship of
men means that we are possessed neither by their money nor by
their civilisation. They helped us in need and we should never
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forget it, but a united Europe can stand on its own feet and
repay that help with a steady and reliable friendship in the issue
which matters most to America. With America we have a
common interest but a different civilisation. In this we differ
from those who would give us the same civilisation but conflicting
interests.
Dr. Adenauer’s Gallant Fight for German Prisoners
One tragic result of the divisions of Europe is that Dr. Adenauer
received no effective support for his gallant fight at Moscow for
the missing German prisoners ; the previous American-British
effort at Geneva was all too perfunctory. We have often differed
from his policies, but in this he was wholly right and deserved
the full and vigorous support of all Europe. One hundred
thousand Germans are missing ; the Russians reply, in effect,
that ten thousand are war criminals and that they can give no
account of the rest. This is a crime without parallel in the
annals of modern war. Is it to pass without the strongest protest
and every action short of war from the other governments of
Europe ? So far, not a whisper; it is contemptible. It is
things like this which impede the union of the European spirit
which must precede the physical union that alone can solve the
problems of our age. Let us expose this enormity to the world.
Let every instrument of radio, press and European propaganda
be turned on the Soviet barbarians until their position is made
untenable, morally impossible. It can be done, nothing but the
will is lacking. And to do it will not hurt but help peace ; the
foundations of peace cannot be built on hypocrisy and crime.
Let light and air into the dark places that mankind may breathe
again.
Sir Anthony Eden and the Fighting Services
Sir Anthony Eden has been “.seeing for himself” the condition
of the fighting services, with many attendant photographers ;
we hoped that, for once, the performance would equal the posture.
(What showboys they are ; Mr. Butler also had to “ see for
himself at Zurich ” what was the position of the pound, and
was happily reassured ; information that any broker on the
Stock Exchange could have obtained for him in a five minutes’
telephone call to Switzerland, or even by reading the figures on
his own tape machine). The first subject for Sir Anthony’s
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attention and immediate action in the services should be barrack
accommodation, which, according to Lieut.-General Sir Ernest
Down, G.O.C., Southern Command, is “ sub-standard, some
of it absolutely disgraceful
The Prime Minister was not
photographed in these surroundings, but they can hardly have
escaped his notice if he really saw for himself. General Down
added : pay and pensions are too low — right out of line with
the inflation which has gone on in the last few years. “ Soldiers
cannot give their children the education they would like because
they have no schooling grant. Civil servants get grants and all
the big companies look after employees’ children. Why the
army should always get the sticky end of the stick I cannot
understand
We agree with the General one hundred per cent.
The nation will never get the army it requires until it gives its
soldiers the conditions they deserve. And, instead of a publicity
tour which ended in a few completely trivial decisions, it is time
the Prime Minister sat down for some serious thinking. In
modem conditions we do not need national servicemen, whose
term of service is in any case far too short to make a modern
soldier. We need a serious, professional army of long term
servicemen trained as specialists in the use of modern weapons.
In the only conceivable modern war, we need quality to stop mass.
And the soldier must have the pay and the conditions quality
deserves. More important still, the professional army should
be restored to its ancient honour ; soldiers must be regarded
as what they should be, among the elite of the nation.
Cyprus ; a Death Box or the Tactics of Dispersion
While a reappraisal of the military position is on the agenda,
we would urge further thought over Cyprus. The confined space
of this island seems particularly vulnerable to the use of nuclear
weapons against troop concentrations in a tactical and limited
strategic sense; even if full war with hydrogen bombs be
excluded for reasons long since analysed in these columns.
As all military thought turns to the principle of dispersion, in
consequence of new developments, it is strange to intensify and
exaggerate the principle of concentration. In .Turkey we have
a reliable ally, and in Greece we could have another such ally,
whose territories are highly suitable to the tactics of dispersion ;
surely a suitable arrangement with a Turkish and a Greek ally
would be more appropriate than locking ourselves up in this
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death box, at great cost to our foreign relations and general
Mediterranean defense system. Some force on the Russian
flank may be necessary, even since the Mediterranean has long
ceased to be a life-line of Empire. But this is not the right
point for the deployment of such force. It was far better to
stay in Suez rather than move out in favour of Russia ; the
canal could be closed by one atom bomb as we long ago pointed
out, but at least we had room to disperse and manoeuvre.
To be in Cyprus seems once again — all for show and nothing
for reality. We were always in the Mediterranean ; so it is
still me-too, as the Americans face the Russians in those regions
in a different way and for different reasons. The chicken with
its head cut off makes the familiar movements long after the
body of reality has ceased to live. We need new thought as
the preliminary of new life.
Foreign Loan, Food Alone
The Soviets, their satellites and near satellites edge towards
American moneybags. Even if the Soviets have not yet had
the effrontery themselves to ask for an American loan, many
Eastern countries contiguous to Soviet power are forming up
in the queue. In these matters we suggest one simple principle.
Any American loan to such countries should be confined to
food alone. Foreign loan means food alone : a slogan that
most senators could understand. The United States Secretary
of Agriculture was reported as saying with justice (Time 10.9.55) :
“ It was a shocking indictment of man’s intelligence ” that “ each
night two out of three members of the human race go to bed
hungry ”. It is a shocking and a horrible thing; also a stupid
thing when some countries have great agricultural surpluses.
By all means let such countries distribute their surpluses to the
needy as loans or even gifts ; without fear or favour of politics.
That is much more sensible than providing funds to industrialise
countries about to fall into the Soviet clutches ; which is merely
to strengthen the hot or cold war potential of the enemy. On the
other hand to distribute food not only does not increase but
actually decreases the war potential of the Soviets. Populations
would become accustomed to it, and, also, as a result, would
begin to expand. If war came, or any situation which cut off
such supplies from America, they would be thrown on to Soviet
hands as a very troublesome burden; in fact, a potential not
15
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of war strength but of revolution. Blackmail for peace ? —
does anyone say ? Well, anyhow, that is better than the vile
crime of using prisoners of war to blackmail their countries to
submit to a foreign yoke. We must serve humanity, but press
all the time for a better human situation.
Faith or Compulsion ; Lore or Fear ?
In essence, that better human situation depends on the return
of faith ; at least faith in something. Compulsion is now becoming
necessary, because faith is lacking; our English situation
provides the prime example. For years political and industrial
leaders have exhorted the workers to produce more ; and exhortation
without faith has not been enough. Now they fall back on
compulsion. That is the real meaning of deflation ; sufficient
unemployment is created to compel men to work harder by the
spectre of the unemployed man standing at each worker’s elbow,
wanting his job. They can give men nothing to work for ;
higher wages are proved to be not enough. So they now turn
again to compulsion ; that is what this new policy means.
It is true that men only work for faith or compulsion ; men are
only moved by love or fear. But it is only those who can give
no faith who need fear. We have faith — faith in the union of
a people of genius, who will then reach out to the highest civilisation
the world has yet seen. Brotherhood and patriotism — the two
strongest appeals of left and right in the past — combine in a
new faith, which inspires but is also practical. We can show
men how to live better, and to move higher. They will know
what they strive for and love what they know. That love will
do more than the fear to which the old world turns again in its
despair.
EUROPEAN

AN AMERICAN CONSIDERS
EUROPEAN SOCIALISM
by A. JAMES GREGOR
IR OSWALD MOSLEY has always been a man with ideas,
and in this age of ferment, which, from all indications,
marks the transition between historical epochs, salvation may
well march behind the standard of an idea. So perhaps I shall
be forgiven for reopening critical consideration of Sir Oswald’s
idea of European Socialism. We are all seeking an idea and
an ideal . . . . perhaps together we shall find our way where
individually we might remain forever lost.
Whatever the opponents of Sir Oswald have said of him it
cannot be said that he lacks clarity in his exposition. His prose
can be favourably compared with any to be found in contemporary
political literature. For that reason, whether we bring ourselves
to agree, or are forced to disagree, with him we know at least
what he is talking ab o u t; a discussion of essentials can be under
taken almost immediately. Let us consider, then, two aspects
of Sir Oswald’s syndicalism, each of which seems to me to be of
prime importance.
First, Sir Oswald proposes “ that developed industries which
have reached the point where they are now ‘ nationalised ’ (would)
not be conducted by bureaucrats, but by workers employed in
them in a system of industrial self-government. The workers
will manage their own business . . .
Why such worker management and control should be more
acceptable than capitalist management or bureaucratic supervision,
Sir Oswald suggests, is because “ the workers understand the
problems in their own industry . . . ”12 “ . . . workers are very
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1 Mosley, European Socialism (1951), p. 10.
2 Ibid., p. 4.
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shrewd when they have a chance to learn the facts . . . ”5
Since the workers are sufficiently shrewd they would not
“ waste time in forming a workers’ soviet for perpetual discussion
of detail; they would employ skilled managers to conduct for
them the detailed affairs of their business. These managers
would no longer be employed by the shareholders in a business,
but by those who worked in it.”4
Sir Oswald’s associates go on further to state that the workers
in the syndicated industry, once having assumed possession,
would form a voting assembly which would “ either dismiss (the
managers) or confirm them ” periodically.5 Retention or dismissal
would be determined by the workers’ ability to distinguish,
apparently, between good managers and bad managers. In their
own interests the workers would hire competent managerial staffs.
Thus the workers, who “ understand the problems in their own
industry”, would fire and hire the managers of their respective
concerns.
What we have briefly outlined (I trust correctly) is appropriately
termed “ industrial democracy ” to distinguish it from the
“ political democracy ” with which we are all relatively familiar.
It is here that I should like to recall the high hopes which
accompanied the rise of political democracy. Both industrial
and political democracy have the same parentage ; perhaps the
one can teach us something of the other.
One need only compare the optimistic prognostications for
political democracy, made by its votaries, with the dire results
which have been a consequence of its acceptance, to become a
trifle chary of a scheme which would render industry “ democratic ” .
The Chartists, for example, had maintained that if universal
manhood sufferage were instituted every man would take a
profound interest in the civic affairs of his community since it
would be to his own advantage to do so. The responsibility
which would devolve upon the individual voter would prompt
him to become informed, to “ enlighten ” himself concerning
those problems which faced the nation of which he was a
constituent member. Besides, the argument went, the citizens
knew where the “ shoe pinched ” and were certainly better
qualified to rule than the corrupt and idle aristocracy which was
concerned solely with its own well-being and profit.
3 Mosley, “ European Socialism,” European, May 19S4, p. 10.
4 Ibid.
5 A W orkeri Policy through Syndicalism, p. 4.
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Sovereignty, then, resting with the people would change the
character of English life. The people, sensitive to their own
interests, would elect only the most competent, the most honest,
to positions of leadership and trust.
The objection was, and is, as Sir Oswald has amply pointed
out on a multitude of occasions, that political democracy expected,
and expects, too much of its subjects. The individual voter was
asked to cast a ballot with respect to problems concerning which
he could know nothing and understood less. In the unhappy
attempt to make complex political problems comprehensible
to the “ man in the street ”, to win the enthusiasm and allegiance
of the electorate, the door to political power was opened to the
professional “ charmer ”, the demagogue and the charlatan.
But “ industrial democracy ” Sir Oswald objects, “ on the other
hand, starts with the advantage that a man knows something
of the industry in which he works”.*6
This is, however, considerably less than saying that the workers
“ understand the problems in their own industry. . . ” Sir
Oswald can hardly imagine that the average lathe operator in
a mass production industry can understand anything concerning
gearing ratios, reciprocals of capital intensity, or the relationship
of the rate of internal accumulation to the proportionate rate
in the expansion of sales, the indifference curve technique and
its influence upon a comprehensive theory of demand. And
yet modem industry requires managerial leadership to occupy
itself with precisely such concerns, a feature of industrial
management that has called into existence an academically
trained class of managers. For industrial management is just
as complex as political government, and the industrial worker
knows about as much concerning the governance of a modem
industry as the average voter knows about the governance of a
modem state.
Now in Sir Oswald’s scheme not only must the managerial
class be competent with regard to the highly technical problems
of industrial supervision, but they must also prove themselves
capable of winning an election in which the vote of the most
ill-informed clerk apparently will carry as much weight as that
of the most competent and informed technician. The celebrated
“ democratic ” counting of noses transposed into an industrial
key.______________
6 Mosley, “ European Socialism,” European, May 1954, p. 14.
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Unskilled labourers comprise the numerical majority in the
average large scale industry. Thus the fate of the board of
directors and their immediate technical subordinates is to be
placed, periodically,. into the hands of the mass of unskilled
labourers who cannot possibly have any comprehensive knowledge
of the issues upon which they will be called to cast their ballot.
Would workers more readily listen to a competent, honest,
prospective manager who could promise no profits for a number
of years in order to ensure the maintenance and retooling of his
industry, or to a charlatan who promised both continuity of
enterprise and an enormous profit as well as shorter hours and
better working conditions ? I think Sir Oswald, speaking from
long experience with voters of all categories, would know the
answer to that question.
Would not industrial democracy place an honest, competent
manager under the same handicaps that political democracy
places the honest, competent politician ? Does not the charlatan,
the demagogue, have a decided advantage over the competent
manager whom modem industry forces to consider continuity
of enterprise rather than profit7, in a system which places their
fate in the hands of an Assembly composed overwhelmingly of
unskilled workers, whose function, whose limitations, whose
disposition denies them the ability to understand managerial
problems ?
But, Sir Oswald objects, under the present system the manager
is “ employed ” by those who “ understand nothing at all ” about
his task. And whatever the limitations of “ industrial democracy ”
“ is it not always better ”, Sir Oswald asks, “ to be employed
by someone who understands something of the matter. . . ” 1%
“ Is this such a bad exchange for the managers ? ”9
Now Sir Oswald certainly knows that the present directorial
staffs of the largest capitalist industries are not employed by the
stockholders. The controlling elements of industry in both my
country and his are “ self-employed ” and “ self-perpetuating ”.
Ensconsed behind proxy committees and voting trusts the
management of industry can hardly be deposed by stockholders.10
7 cf. Schlenzka, Untemehmer, Direktoren, Manager: Krise der Betriebsfuehrung ? pp. 40 if.
8 Mosley, “ European Socialism,” European, May 1954, p. 10.
® Mosley, “ European Socialism,” European, May 1954, p. 10.
■10 “ The stockholders have actually no more voice in the corporation than
Russian jpeasants have in Soviet industry. Management ana control rest
entirely m the hands of a little group of self-perpetuating officers and
directors.” Quinn, Giant Business: Threat to Democracy, p. 228.
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Such leadership then hires whatever subsidiary staff it finds
necessary. And it is certainly easier for these technical subordinates
to convince the members of a directorial staff of the soundness
of their proposed policies than it would be for them to “ get the
workpeople along with it ” by virtue of some sort of electioneering.
Conceive of the problems of a manager who was forced to convince
the hundreds of thousands of workers of I.C.I. or General Motors
that his policy, and not the policy of one, two or ten rivals was,
in the last analysis, the most advantageous to the entire industry,
before he could command enough power to act !
If the nuclear physicist had to convince one hundred thousand
workers of the efficacy of his notions before he could be assured
sufficient power to commence his project, atomic research would
be infected with as much velleity as is “ democratic ” government.
It seems manifestly unjust to expect a technician, a scientist,
not only to be possessed of sufficient capacity to understand the
complex problems with which he is concerned but also to possess
the oratorical and literary eloquence that modern persuasion
demands. The corollary of which is, of course, that the man
possessed of such eloquence need not necessarily possess the
technical capacity to direct an industry. In point of fact the
history of modem industry very rarely reveals such an ideal
manager, one who understood business and men equally well.
“ Business genius ” was most effective where the skill of the
founder included the ability to distinguish a “ leader ” or a
“ foreman ” who could just so “ get the workpeople with it
Once recognized, the founder would proceed to hire him.
Modern industry has functioned as well as it has in the
“ democratic ” countries simply because control has remained,
in large measure, essentially autocratic, authoritarian and rigorously
independent. When it has been necessary to “ convince ” workers
with regard to some company policy, the corporation has simply
hired publicity agents to popularize the project and “ get the
workpeople along with it ” (often against the workers’ best
interests).
It is no more true that workers will take a direct interest in
the enterprise in which they are employed simply because they
are one of a hundred thousand shareholders than it has proven
true that voters have taken an informed interest in the nation
of which they are supposedly responsible members. “ Industrial
democracy” threatens to infest industry with the disabilities and
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shortcomings with which “ political democracy ” has infested
administration and government.
As to our second consideration, perhaps Sir Oswald would
clarify the role the State would play in a syndicated society.
He speaks of a “ free ” economy which would prevail in the
non-syndicalised sections of the national enterprise, and suggests
that in this sector the “ individual must be absolutely free to
found an industry and to conduct without interference the industry
he has created ”.n
But to this Sir Oswald quickly adds that “ wages and conditions
of labour will be defined by law and principle of State ”,12 and
further “ that the State will . . . . interfere . . . . if the people
as a whole are exploited by pushing up prices in order to earn
undue profits . . . ”13 (While it is true that Sir Oswald, with
regard to the last qualification, is no doubt speaking of syndicalised
industries he is without question also speaking of the nonsyndicalised sectors of the economy, since the private firms could
not possibly sell commodities at prices above those established
for the syndicalised industries.)
How “ free ” then can this free enterprise be ? Wages are
set by the State. Conditions of labour are determined by the
State. Prices, too, are established by the State.' Putting a floor
under wages and a ceiling on prices has always constituted a
“ managed ” or a “ controlled ”, and hardly a “ free ”, economy
in any economic handbook.
Further, if wages are to be “ stabilized ”, increasing controls
must be extended over capital accumulation, capital investment
and capital intensification in order to prevent dislocation and
unemployment.14 For wage stabilization introduces a tremendous
number of rigidities in an economic system. But more than
that a simple minimum wage has never proved effective in resolving
what Sir Oswald has repeatedly informed us was the supreme
paradox of our age : our inability to consume that which we are
capable of producing.13 In order to accomplish this it would
seem that the State would have to superintend the whole question
of the relation between wages in different industries, compensating
for each increase or decrease in productivity — it would then
11 Mosley, European Socialism (1951), p. 8.
12 Ibid.
» Ibid, p. 10.
14 cf. Jewkes, Ordeal by Planning, pp. 83 ff.
15 vide Mosley, A National Policy (1931), p. 22 ; “ The Coming Crisis, U,”
European, November 1954, p. 9.
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be forced to devise a mechanism by which labour would be
redistributed between occupations, and equilibrium maintained
between all sectors of industry, all phases of which have become
increasingly inter-dependent.
Sir Oswald does not venture to say how it is possible to
achieve these ends without a very sensitive policy concerning
wages and prices, without what he once called “ co-ordination,
balance and guidance which only national planning can effect” .16
He seems to search for a solution in which the State would
perform the role prescribed to it by the liberals of the nineteenth
century, that role of constable whose hand is necessary in the
affairs of men only when violence or passion threatens — and
yet Sir Oswald seems to want a State which must be omnipresent
and almost omniscient. For while the government by “ deliberate
policy ” must “ equate production and consumption ”, and the
State must “ think ”, “ plan ” and “ lead ”,17 yet at the same
time individual enterprise is to be “ absolutely free ” and operate
“ without interference ” 18 “ freer than the private enterprise of
today” 1* while syndicated industries are to be managed by the
workers and the “ relation between the State and syndicalised
industries” will be “ the minimum necessary”.
But this necessary minimum apparently must include the
co-ordination of consumption and production, industrial peace,2®
a wage minimum and a price maximum, the “ well-being of the
whole ”, “ the maintenance of competition ”21 (a task that no
modern State has proven capable of accomplishing), the control
of credit, the issuing of “ broad industrial directives ” by a State
which will be a “ leader and initiator ” while maintaining
“ statutory tribunals ” to protect skilled workers from the mass
of unskilled workers that are ever in the majority in industry.2223
All of this seems to be quite an occupation for a State which
Sir Oswald would “ retire ” from the management of industry.
Yet while it is true that Sir Oswald suggests that the State
must “ retire from the management of industry”21 yet he is
equally certain that the “ Government cannot abdicate its
16 Mosley, A National Policy, p. 17.
17 Mosley, European Socialism (1951), p. 12.
is Ibid., p. 8.
>8 Mosley, “ Comments and Answers on Herr Pithe’s Article," European,
March 1955, p. 17.
20 vide Mosley, “ European Socialism,” European, May 1954, p. 14.
21 Mosley, European Socialism, (1951), p. 10.
22 vide Union, June 4, 1955.
23 Mosley, “ European Socialism,” European, May 1954, p. 14.
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responsibilities . . . . Government cannot resign in favour of
. . . . any other body”.*2324
This seeming ambiguity perhaps turns upon the definition of
a few terms which Sir Oswald used in delineating the proper
sphere of the State’s interests. He maintained that the State
should occupy itself with “ defence, foreign policy, order and
. . . . fiscal questions . . . ”25 The first two terms seem quite
precise but what can “ order ” mean ? To determine what is
meant by “ order ” one would have to assimilate all the ideas
concerning the nature of society that Sir Oswald entertains.
“ Order” meant one thing to Herbert Spencer and another thing
to Lenin. Without a precise definition the word “ order ” only
obscures the nature of the State and what Sir Oswald conceives
to be its legitimate functions. Much the same can be said for
the “ fiscal questions ” which the State is ordained to resolve.
What, precisely, might they be ?
Apparently the outlines of the European Socialist State will
remain nebulous until such a precise definition is forthcoming.
Within the confines of the present definition the State can
apparently be nothing — or everything.
In this time of transition, in this time of coming into being
and passing away we have become accustomed to the meteoric
rise of men, parties and ideas. The revolutionary situation that
is manifesting itself may well give Sir Oswald Mosley and his
idea their historic opportunity. Sir Oswald owes it to those
who follow him and those who watch him that his idea be precise.
That his idea be viable he owes to history.
24 Mosley, “ Strikes — Act N o w !” , Union, June 11, 1955.
23 Mosley, “ European Socialism,” European, May 1954, p. 14.
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BANQUETS AT GENEVA
by ROBERT ROW
INCE GENEVA, international tension has been considerably
relaxed. Waves of relief have rippled outward from the
S
Palais des Nations : some have reached as far as Moscow, but
most have washed westward to London, Paris, Washington.
It is now being acknowledged on all sides that the last thing which
politicians of today are likely to dp is to go to war with the
Hydrogen Bomb.
The Observer informs its readers, with the air of a profound
discovery : “ The great achievement of Geneva, it is felt here
at all levels, is that it has established the fact, tacitly but firmly,
that there is not going to be a war in Europe. Whatever may
happen in the Far East, both sides in Europe have had a look at
the prospects of war, realized that they dare not take the plunge,
and know that the other side knows it also. The credit for this
development goes to the Hydrogen Bomb.”
This has been apparent for five years at least to some of the
leading minds in Europe ; Sir Oswald Mosley, in his European
Situationt, made it clear that the Hydrogen Bomb would have
the effect of making war too dangerous as a means of settling
disputes.
“ A fight in which both participants are certain to be killed,”
he said then, “ is unlikely to take place ”. In the light of the
new scientific weapons, this has now become obvious to most
politicians and journalists. But they are less keenly aware of
the consequences of the present developments which make full-scale war impossible._____________________________________
1 Published March 1950.2
5
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War is nothing less than a grim necessity of the system of
capitalism, which is the system of the West and large parts of
the East. It needs war to dispose of the large surpluses of
production which accumulate continually and so dislocate its
workings. By its very nature, capitalism denies to the mass
of the people the adequate purchasing power which could prevent
the accumulation of such surpluses : another way of disposing
of those surpluses is therefore necessary. That way is war.
But now this convenient economic back-door is blocked, at
least in Europe : the consequences are more far-reaching than
the old politicians dream. Moreover, the situation is more
highly-charged than at any time in the past. Temporary consumershortages that normally accompany the ends of wars have been
satisfied. There can be no relief in that direction. There has
also been a further great increase in the productive capacity of
European and American industry, particularly with the rearmament
boom which Stalin provoked by his aggression in Korea and
elsewhere.
The West not only re-armed on a wide scale : it has also been
busily industrializing and equipping the “ backward ” countries
which formerly were the customers of its established industries.
Thus great markets have been transformed, and new competitors
now arise to challenge Western leadership in industry, equipped
with the latest machinery and paying wages far below those of
the West.
Never has the capitalist world been more capable of large-scale
production : never has it been so cramped and limited in outlets
to absorb that production.
It is true, of course, that serious trouble could still break out
in a number of places in the East, thus liquidating some of the
surpluses that otherwise will accumulate within the system.
Formosa and Indo-China are still unsettled questions. To
communist eyes there are tempting prizes to be seized from
discredited Asiatic allies of Western “ imperialism ”. But even
there Chou En-lai and Ho Chi-Minh show greater preference
for arguing round tables than for all-out war : Moscow and
Peking appear to have decided they have provoked Western
capitalism far enough into rearmament, that this only strengthens
their opponents and keeps their system going, that the outcome
may be a dangerous war for communism.
What follows for the West ?
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Even if there is failure to agree on German re-union, and even
if the slackening of tension. does not go as far as full-scale
disarmament, the absence of a major war will have a marked
effect on an international system which cannot consume all that
it produces and in which the competition will grow ever more
fierce for the markets which are available.
The United States undoubtedly will suffer the least. They are
self-sufficient in many raw materials. They do not need to
compete overseas in order to buy food : they produce plenty
at home. Their prosperity is based on a flourishing home market
which is'Well protected by high tariff walls. With relatively little
trouble the practical-minded Americans should be able to face
the economic problems of peace.
But the rest of the world is in a very different position.
Britain on the one hand and Germany on the other compete on
world markets for food and raw materials. Germany is taking
the lead in an integrating Europe, in which standards of living
move steadily towards the same high level. Britain trades within
the Commonwealth ; but here she is undercut by low-wage India,
a Commonwealth country, and by low-wage Japan, which has
access to Commonwealth and Colonial markets. Germany is
taking a larger share of these markets.
Germany has several advantages over Britain in this intensifying
trade war. Britain still imports roughly half of what she eats.
Germany (the Federal Republic) supports a population of 48
millions, slightly smaller than Britain’s, on an agricultural area
slightly larger, but imports less than half the food imports of Britain.
To buy food and raw materials overseas Britain and Germany
compete. But Britain’s share of world trade has dropped from
25 per cent in 1950 to 20.5 per cent today. Germany’s has
expanded : in 1950, her imports cost DM 11,373 million and
her exports brought DM 8,362 million, while in 1954 her imports
cost DM 19,363 million and her exports brought 22,047 million.
In the past three years Britain’s exports have risen by only £100
million, whereas the Chancellor had confidently expected £300
million. Over the second half of 1954 the country had a trading
deficit of £40 million and Mr. Gaitskell, Labour Chancellordesignate, gloomily predicts a deficit of from £100 million to £150
million by the end of the year.
The trade gap has indeed yawned wide. The June figures show
an adverse balance of £128.8 million against £32.6 million for May.
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The July adverse balance was £107.8 million, while the August
figure was £68.2 million : the adverse balance of trade for the
first eight months of this year was £628.9 million, against £359.5
million for the same period of last year.
The Treasury’s Bulletin for Industry, issued in September,
contains further ominous statistics. From 1950 until the early
part of 1955, Britain’s share of world exports of manufactures
fell by six per cent while Germany’s rose by eight per cent. From
1948 to 1954 world trade between primary and manufacturing
countries increased by 510,300 million : the flow of trade between
Britain and primary countries took twelve per cent of this total,
that between Japan and primary countries took seventeen per
cent, while the flow between European and primary countries
amounted to fifty-eight per cent.
From 1948 to 1954, world trade between the manufacturing
countries themselves increased by $9,900 million. But trade
between Britain and Europe took only twelve per cent of this
total, while trade between European countries themselves amounted
to sixty per cent of the total. This situation has led to a tighteningup of hire-purchase credit, a determined drive by the banks to
reduce overdrafts, a decision to cut Government expenditure.
The Chancellor’s aim is to reduce inflation and to boost exports ;
but it is one thing to curb spending at home and quite another
to increase exports on world markets against growing competition.
Not only must Britain compete against her former military
enemy Germany in the trade war, she also has to face the
undercutting of low-wage India, Japan and Hong-Kong. Already
these countries have thrust her out of the world cotton textile
trade and invaded the British home m arket: they are threatening
other industries such as pottery, shipbuilding, light engineering,
bicycles, sewing machines, rayon, plastics. As the West equips
these “ backward ” countries with the aid of the Colombo Plan
and the lavish World Bank, so the shadow of the industrialized
coolie grows darker and longer across the path of the worker
of the West.
All this is bad enough, but what will be the position should
large-scale disarmament actually take place ?
The outbreak of real peace would be an economic disaster
for Britain so long as she remains within the present international
system. It would be accompanied by a glut of materials no longer
needed for the rearmament programmes. Its immediate effect
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would be a fall of world prices as international speculators rushed
to unload.
This would immediately hit Britain, for her Commonwealth
markets can only take large quantities of British manufactured
exports as long as prices for their primary products remain high.
Therefore real peace, which means falling prices, inevitably strikes
at Britain’s exports and so at her ability to import food and raw
materials.
Additional factors would also come into action to aggravate
the situation still further. The United States’ rearmament
programme consumes about ten per cent of their total national
production : cuts in this would not throw their economy out of
gear as was the case after the first World War, but they would
nevertheless be faced with large surpluses and any attempt to
dump them on world markets would depress prices still further.
An all-round contraction of markets must be expected as prices
fall. Once this began it would have a chain-reaction effect, for
countries do not wait to be hit before they act. Many have new
industries which they will not hesitate to protect at all costs :
they will shut out other goods from their home markets in order
to give their new industries protection. If they see a world-wide
movement of falling prices gathering momentum they will take
defensive steps long before the bottom is reached : they will thus
accelerate the fall. It will be furiously denounced, of course,
by all who believe in grandiose world planning, but since politicians
outside the United States cannot possibly plan their unstable
international system a sheeplike rush from one side of the ship
to the other is certain.
For how long, then, must Britain accept this fatal alternation
between war and slump under an antiquated system in which
she inevitably suffers the most because most dependent on a high
rate of world trade ? Is it not obvious that Britain has everything
to gain by the creation of a high-wage market area and a source
of supply insulated from the outside world? The United States
have shown the advantages of this, even within the limits of their
system.
It is wildly impractical to attempt to plan the world, despite
the dreams of theorists of the Left, but certainly Europe can
become a common market based on the high purchasing power
of 300 million people, and Africa can be developed as a great
source of supply for Europe.
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The two continents are complementary ; but to make this
policy a success they must be surrounded by economic defences
to prevent any undercutting by low-wage imports from the
newly-industrialized East. The United States have never hesitated
to enforce this rule, and as a result they have the highest standard
of living on earth.
Undoubtedly Latin America would co-operate, although outside
the Europe-African area proper, and there is every reason to
expect that Australia and New Zealand also would be strongly
associated with it. These countries have close ties with their
European motherlands : they would also have great opportunities
in the future by concluding long-term economic treaties with
a vigorous Europe-African bloc.
Given an area of the world’s surface, then, which can grow
enough food and produce sufficient raw materials to ensure a
high standard of life for its peoples, an area in which the internal
wage rates are close enough to avoid unfair competition and which
is protected from Asiatic undercutting through low external wage
rates, the road will be open to any vigorous Government deliberately
to increase purchasing power until stability is reached by balancing
consumption with production. When Government goes further,
and creates greater production by actively encouraging a far more
scientific industry, at the same time raising purchasing power in line
with advancing production, great progress is achieved without any
fear of slump to follow.
This indeed is the true function of Government. At all times
it must be creative. It must take the lead in breaking down
barriers that prevent and frustrate a full life, and it must create
stability, because stability is the essential basis for all order and
progress.
Certainly Government in Britain must take that lead. At
present Britain stays out of Europe, which will become the heart
of the high-wage market area : by staying out she thus remains
exposed to the economic blizzard. It is vital to our very existence
as a high-wage country that the barriers which keep us out of
Europe be surmounted and broken down.
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NATIONALISM AND
EUROPEAN UNION
by GEOFFREY VERNON
HE DESTRUCTION of the aggressive nationalism of Germany
was one of the declared aims of the allies in the recent war.
In spite of this, the spirit of nationalism is rampant throughout
Europe, and provides an effective barrier to progress towards
real European unity. “ National sovereignty ” has been raised
to the status of a religious slogan, and any suggestion of its diminu
tion is regarded with suspicion and hostility. Yet the most
nationalist elements in any nation are often its finest spirits,
imbued with a deep sense of pariotism, a love of culture and a
desire to serve their fellow-countrymen. Must these men be
for ever lost to the cause of European union, convinced that such
a system is the antithesis of their nationalism — or may they be
enlisted in the service of our continent by a synthesis of nationalism
and Europeanism ?
In the years between the wars little attention was paid to the
idea of European union ; Europe was divided into the two camps
of internationalism and nationalism. If the latter creed attracted
many gallant men and women, the former, too, exercised a powerful
influence over the minds and hearts of countless idealists, particularly
the youth of Europe. Internationalism was portrayed as the
“ brotherhood of man ” in a world free from war, and in which
all: economic problems had been solved by the breaking down
of trade barriers.' It was this latter suggestion that aroused the
suspicions of the nationalists that behind the internationalism
3!
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of the socialist lurked the internationalism of the capitalist. The
much-vaunted freedom of internationalism was found to consist
of freedom of capital and freedom of trade — the freedom to
invest in countries where wages were lowest and hours longest,
in order to exact the highest rate of usury, and the freedom to
draw that usury in the form of cheap imported goods which
undercut the home producer and forced the home worker out of
employment. The inevitable reaction was intense economic
nationalism, with its restrictions upon the export of capital and
the import of goods. Such was the policy of the nationalist
movements in government or striving for power at the outbreak
of the 1939 war.
Foreign policy is inevitably linked to economics. In a country
like pre-war Britain, which had only to develop its resources and
those of its overseas possessions in order to insulate itself against
the economic shocks of the outside world, war was to be avoided
at all costs. We had nothing to gain and everything to lose from
participation in a European war ; British nationalists therefore
advocated a policy of “ minding Britain’s business ” and avoiding
entanglement in European quarrels.
This was the nationalist position in 1939 : what has it been
since 1945 ? The conception of a Britain safe behind the Channel
or a France secure behind a Maginot line was exploded by the
dropping of the first atom bomb. Rockets, atomic and hydrogen
bombs have little respect for natural or man-made barriers ; in
a phrase from a book written just after the war : “ . . . there
will be no Channel next tim e” . If ever a power hostile to
Britain should stand on the French channel coast, as Germany
did in 1940, our island would be defenceless. Therefore, it is
the duty of the patriot and nationalist to-day to urge, not a
withdrawal from Europe, but active participation in the common
defence of our continent, on its mainland.
The creation of the European army essential for this purpose
was regrettably delayed by Sir Anthony Eden’s declaration that
he “ felt it in his bones ” that we could not enter Europe because
of our Commonwealth commitments. This attitude was supported
by nationalist elements who felt a justifiable pride in that Common
wealth (or what Sir Winston Churchill so tragically described as
“ the former British Empire ”). The fact that large areas of the
Empire were lost through the policy of those who have sabotaged
the cause of European union since the war is not relevant to this
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article ; more pertinent is the inescapable conclusion that if Britain
were invaded and defeated the Commonwealth would be lost.
If the head shall fall, could the limbs survive ? Should we watch
a communist advance across Europe, trusting to our distant
dominions and colonies coming to our assistance at the eleventh
hour — or later 7 How much more practical to ensure, with
our fellow Europeans, that the tide is stemmed before it reaches
our shores.
It is a matter for regret that nationalist insistence on sovereignty
and independence prevented the formation of a truly European
army, in which small units from each country should be welded
together in such a form that it would be impossible for them to
withdraw. Instead, we have the present system of national armies
in a loose alliance which will always be in danger of breaking up,
with a revival of the old national rivalries of the inter-war years.
In economics, as in foreign policy, there has been an advance
since the war in progressive nationalist thought. The principle
of a self-contained, insulated unit, obtaining its foodstuffs and
raw materials within its own borders without recourse to the
outside world, and selling its manufactured goods within that
unit, from which competitive foreign goods have been excluded,
is still the basis of nationalist economics. But the unit is no
longer a single European country and its overseas possessions ;
it is (in the minds of true Europeans) the whole of Europe and
all its colonies. Europe-Africa is the new economic entity, but
the vast project of developing that mighty empire does not set a
limit upon man’s imagination ; we seek to enlist the enthusiastic
support of the peoples of that outpost of European civilisation,
South America, bound to Spain and Portugal by ties of blood,
language and culture. Here is a powerful “ third force ”, strong
enough to be economically independent of both capitalist America
and communist Russia, and capable of resisting any attack, on
the field of battle or of propaganda.
Material objections to this policy are easily answered : any
danger of living standards being lowered by wage cutting or price
fluctuation could be avoided by establishment of European trades
union (or syndicalist organisations) and European price control.
More serious is the apparent affront to national tradition and
sentiment, the fear that the union of Europe would lead to the
breakdown of treasured and cherished languages and customs.
Those who profess to see in language difficulties an insuperable
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Darner to European union, conversely and paradoxically fear
that such a union would destroy the old languages and produce
some bastard tongue devoid of life and spirit. In fact, of course,
the old national languages would be preserved ; an intensive
campaign in the schools, linked with the encouragement of holidays
abroad, could surely result in every child speaking at least one
foreign language, while there may be scope for Esperanto or some
other artificial tongue in the realm of commerce.
These arguments may satisfy the average European, in whom
nationalism lies dormant between wars. But what of those racial
groups scattered throughout our continent who feel that their
native languages and customs have been submerged as a result of
government by a central authority, and seek to break away from
their present governments, establishing new independent states ?
This movement towards the establishment of small independent
states appears to be the antithesis of advance towards the union
of Europe ; but the leaders of these national movements are men
and women of vigour, and their energies should be directed towards
European unity : a synthesis of nationalism and Europeanism
must be found.
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EAN-PAUL SARTRE imagined hell as a stuffy, windowless
room in which one was condemned to spend eternity with
a few uncongenial companions. For me, it could be a giant
garage built on the lines of the Venetian garage at the Piazzale
Roma, the damned soul sitting for eveT on its luggage while
motor after motor screamed in, the noise of engines magnified
and re-echoed by the low ceiling, the air thick with petrol fumes,
deafened, suffocated, hot, tired, dirty . . . . In real life, when
the moment for deliverance comes, and the motor is left behind,
hell is exchanged for paradise. I think it was E. V. Lucas who
advised tourists to travel to Venice by train, and having come
there at various times by sea, air, road and rail I am sure he was
right.
★

★

★

Once arrived in the magic city it does not matter whether one
gets about by gondola, vaporetto, or on f o o t: Venice comes
up to even the most extravagant expectations. It is like living
inside a Guardi, or a Canaletto.
Leaving a campo where two great churches stand a few yards
apart, crossing a bridge beneath which a gondola— its pair of
gondoliers dressed in white with red and gold sashes — slides
down a narrow canal flanked by little old houses with stucco
peeling off the walls and garlanded with washing hung out on a
pole, you turn down a narrow calk and come upon the Grand
Canal. How fortunate that these palaces do not belong to some
English nobleman, who, seeking for dry rot and finding it, would
hurriedly demolish them.
The wide waterway is filled with boats — motor launches
(too many of these), water buses, barges piled with casks of wine,
fat boats full of melons, and gondolas. The gondoliers, whether
in shabby old gondolas filled with sightseers, or wearing the
elegant livery of some palazzo, or ferrying people across the canal
in a traghetto, are all alike in the grace of their movements, the
skill with which they manoeuvre, the deep cry of warning they
give as they approach.
The other day a heavy piece of masonry fell from a roof into
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a gondola, which sank like lead, the gondolier springing into
the water. Considering the age of the houses and the buffeting
waves which the motoscafi hurl at them as they hurry along it
is strange, perhaps, that this does not happen more often.

★

★

★

All over Venice there is greenery ; plants and creepers grow
from every crevice and hang in festoons, boxes of petunias and
geraniums and pots of oleanders fill the windows, and in some
of the compos there are plane trees and feathery acacias.
But in the Piazza there is not a leaf, nor a flower, only stones and
sky, for there is no water either, except when a spring tide floods
over it. In summer under a dark blue sky it throbs with h e a t;
in autumn a bright, clean light is shed from Tiepolo blue, or a
slaty misty half-light full of rain, and at night there is the hard,
steady light and black shadows cast by the moon. Loveliest of
all is the evening hour when a last gleam of sun gilds the fantastic
marbles and porphyries, mosaics and domes and lacy stonework
of fabulous St. Mark’s.
Inside the church, as in Versailles, there is massive scaffolding.
The neglect of the war years is being made good, old and precious
things all over Europe are being mended and preserved, partly
with money given by benevolent Americans.
Attempts to embellish what is already perfect are less praise
worthy : pink and green floodlighting in the Grand Canal is
something we can do without, and the statue of the Queen of
Heaven on top of the dome of the Salute is not improved by
wearing a crown of fairy lights.
A few horrors have been committed since the war, notably
by the old hotels Danieli and Bauer who have built themselves
air-conditioned annexes in “ modem ” style ; the latter spoils
the view from the bridge of the fantastic church of St. Moses
with its camel-laden facade, while the former, next the prison,
faces across the bacino to St. George’s and the lagoon beyond,
which means that it intrudes upon the view of the Palace from
the sea.
This year there has been an exhibition of Giorgione and his
school in the Doges Palace. The pictures mostly come, like the
tourists who crowd the city, from Austria, Germany, America,
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England and France ; and, a reminder that half Europe stil^
lives in the shadow, there is a darkened room containing photographs
of the pictures which would have come from Dresden if they
had been free to travel, including the Sleeping Vema. Vienna
sent the Three Philosophers, Paris the Country Feast, Castle
Howard Gaston de Foix and his page; America sent pictures
from the Kress collection which bear a family likeness to one
another as the notable Duveens they are.

★

★

★

There has also been music for all tastes, from 17th century
chamber music played in the Renaissance courtyard of the Ca
Pisani to Prokoviev, Sauguet, Milhaud, Bartok and Casella at
the Fenice theatre. Three bands thump away day and night
outside the cafes in the Piazza, and a fourth in the Piazzetta.
It is possible to stand near the church and hear the Merry Widow
waltz, excerpts from Carmen, Tea for Two, and Funiculi Funicula
simultaneously — or, rather, it is impossible not to hear them,
everyone plays as loud as he can. Mercifully, there are no
saxophones and the tunes are not swung; jazz sessions, like
women in shorts, would not be permitted by the Venetians in
the Piazza.
Of the Film Festival I saw nothing, nor did I see any of the
stars in their mink bikinis. But I noticed M. Rene Clair watching,
like an amiable but attentive bird of prey, as the crowds went
by in the Calle Seconda a 1’Ascension.

★

★

★

Moored near the Dogana for a few days was H.M.S. Surprise,
very aptly named. One does not know whether to be more
surprised by a yacht carrying guns (not very heavy ones, it is true)
or by a man-of-war with such spacious and glamorous staterooms
and saloons on the after deck. Apparently (biggest surprise
of all) the ship was thus converted round about the period of
Lord Mountbatten’s command in the Mediterranean.
★

★

★

On the way home I found Munich in the middle of its annual
fun-fair, the Oktoberfest. The five million visitors were expected
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to drink three million litres of beer and eat 120,000 chickens as
well as numberless sausages, heart-shaped spiced cakes and so
forth. Acres of roundabouts, shooting booths, haunted houses,
circuses, scenic railways, chairoplanes, walls of death and giant
wheels, all brilliantly lit and almost all playing loud music, make
the Oktoberfest (as one of the side-shows proclaimed itself to be)
Wie Immer, Einmalig. The brewers, who provided twenty
thousand beer mugs, have engaged a hundred and twenty
watchmen to keep an eye on them, and save them from souvenir
hunters.
D.M.

THEATRE

in

EDWIGE FEUILLERE
LA DAME AUX CAM ELIAS
by MICHAEL HARALD

NE SEES NOW, of course, that the tiresome old man in
Harrow and the tedious old lady in Harrogate didn’t
invent Ellen Terry. And probably that wretched star did, in
fact, dance when she was born. And there was some excuse,
perhaps, for Shaw. One sees now, shamefacedly, that all those
old dramatic critics one has yawned through in collected editions
were almost certainly honest and upright men ; not rogues in
league with the managements presenting Ellen and Sarah and
Eleanora and Mrs. Pat. The fact that I have seen a great actress
and am still in the throes of what might accurately if cruelly be
described as an Elysian sex-coma persuades me to give all ancient
bores the benefit of the doubt. More, I am in sympathy with
them in their abortive attempts to squeeze from the English
language words with which to convey their ecstasies. Montague,
for instance — and a week ago I should have been prepared to
agree with you that he was drunk at the tim e--w rote this of
Sarah Bernhardt:
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. . . . Then you saw her act once more, and you felt as if
you were looking again at Florence from Fiesole, or at a
pheasant’s neck, or Leonardo’s Mona Lisa, or ripe corn
with poppies in it . . .
I am prepared to consider this now a masterpiece of understatement.
The next time I look at Florence from Fiesole I shall observe,
I firmly believe, not a horde of American tourists, but Mme.
Feuillfere. Whether the appropriate optical adjustment will take
effect at the poulterer’s, the Louvre and so on I do not know ;
but I have my hopes.
Is it then possible to judge the actress on this one performance
in this worthless piece — Marguerite in La Dame aux Camillas ?
(Verdi had the right idea, and his genius transformed a tenth-rate
play into a second-rate opera.) I think it is ; and indeed I spent
the whole of the long, dim middle act projecting her art into Hedda,
Rosalind and Echegeray’s Mariana. Her range, I felt, would
be restricted only by an inability to simulate the commonplace ;
and this is as it should be. In England at the moment we have
a dozen or more fine actresses who can evoke at will or under
pressure the kitchen sink, the semi-detached, the Hunt B all;
theatrically favoured and familiar milieux ranging from Penang
to Pinner. We lack enchantresses. Mme. Feuiltere enchants —
going about her ordinary duties the while with a deft professionalism,
an expertness, which I suppose a critic is paid to detect and to
which I suppose he should refer in print. The tribute paid, let
me get back to finer things, to enchantment.
I think I never could consider in the abstract her marvellous
art. Her movement, speech and gesture, for instance, beautiful
as they are, would not in themselves make me her slave. There
have been actors, one reads, who could entrance the most blas6
of critics by the simple expedient of reciting a page of Bradshaw.
I should not care to submit Mme. Feuillfcre to this test, even if
I were allowed to substitute, in deference to her nationality, the
handbook currently issued by French Railways ; witty and
informative as that handbook is in its own way. Her shoulders
make a lovely curve ; her arm, lying along the chaise longue,
makes a pretty line ; and her face, in repose, makes a perfect
oval. But I am neither a photographer nor a geometrician ;
nor does “ pictorial ” acting, as such, greatly interest me.
Fortunately it does not interest Mme. Feuiltere either, and there
can never at any time have been less star-self-consciousness in
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a star performance. Every actor on the stage with her had a
fair crack of the whip and, with one unfortunate exception, all
were excellent as judged by present-day French standards ;
standards, it is perhaps unnecessary to add, that would disqualify
half the work to be seen on the London stage at the moment.
But what an easy job for M. Dacqmine — Armand to her
Marguerite ! — who gave a highly convincing performance of
a man watching a display of magic at close quarters.
Can this magic be explained, can it be inventoried, labelled,
itemized ? Her technique, her stage accomplishment, her milliner,
hairdresser and cosmetician — can they be dismissed from the
reckoning ? Obviously they can n o t; they are necessary to
her art in the same way that wooden blocks driven deep in the
bed of the Adriatic are necessary to the Basilica of San Marco.
But when your eyes dazzle, you’re a fool or a churl if your mind
takes over and you reflect that genius makes use of greasepaint
and that beauty grows from blocks. These reflections are all
very well in their way and in their place — when your eyes refuse
to dazzle ; when you’re appraising, say, Miss Flora Robson or
the Museo Navale, and you remark, “ what a good actress ! ”,
or, “ those old builders knew their jobs ” . You’re in familiar
territory here, in the world of reason and Times leaders and flat
beer. Genius excludes the world, and shapes, as did the old
Romancers, a new region, celestial and autonomous ; a region
vacuum-sealed against sanity and humour and dullness and
decency and all such inferior rubbish ; a region where Jack never
will be as good as his master and a critic may worship a queen.

THE CINEMA

STUDIES

IN

by VINCENT

CRIME

MURRAY

HERE ARE THREE notable ones this month : hugely
virtuoso from Orson Welles, craftsmanlike from Jules
Dassin and highly personal from Luis Bunuel.
The Welles film Confidential Report is a delight to the eye.

T
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The middle-aged enfant g&ti enjoys himself royally with all
the technical devices a modem studio can provide : cameras
tilt and roll, ceilings lower, focus stretches and contracts and all
dissolves in a vertigo of images. This is indeed the Welles we
h av e k now n fo r y ears — th e tric k s rem ain unchanged.
U n fo rtunately so does his disregard of plot-construction.
Admittedly Confidential Report is not as complicated as Lady
from Shanghai (Heaven forbid !), but its plot — Of a man
searching for his past by means of a private investigator — is
tangled enough, and Welles’ arty devices are scarcely designed
to help elucidate it. As a visually stimulating and thoroughly
enjoyable thriller, however, it must be given a high place in the
genre.
On a lower level comes Dassin’s Rififi — lower because it bears
more signs of the assembly-line — a story of a raid on a Paris
jeweller’s. The first part of this calculated, stylish entertainment
concentrates on the externals of the raid : the detailed preparations ;
the agonies of waiting ; the tiny incidents which go to make its
success. After the raid, when character should come into its
own, the shift of emphasis to the play of character is too great
for the material ; lack of preparation for the change weakens
the dramatic action and tension drops. The complexity and
depth of character that distinguished John Huston’s Asphalt
Jungle also a study of the underworld, are absent, but its stylistic
competence and detailed observation make it noteworthy on a
thriller level.
Head and shoulders above the others stands Bunuel’s Criminal
Life of Archibaldo de la Cruz. From his early surrealist films
(Un Chien Andalou, L’Age d’Or) to this, his most recent, Bunuel
has concerned himself with the conflict of the individual with
society, a theme which takes various forms : the ruthless
description of primitive society (Terre sans Pain) ; the dispassionate
observation of the problems of youth (Los Olvidados) ; the austere
study of loneliness (Robinson Crusoe). When, like many another
director, he is forced to accept a commercial chore the resulting
film is usually infused with a characteristic blend of savage
violence and poetic feeling. Such is the atmosphere in The
Criminal Life which, though containing fascinating references
to the Bunuel obsessions, was obviously made with one eye on
the commercial market. The film is a comedy-drama related
with dead-pan seriousness and containing more than a hint of
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self-parody. Its story — of a man obsessed with a desire to kill
beautiful women only to find that his carefully planned murders
are always committed for him — would have readily lent itself
to full-scale grand guignol treatment: the mad sculptor modelling
his victims in wax, the razor for the crime, the boiling wax for
the body. The plot, however, is related with such calm detachment
and placed so firmly in its social milieu that the film assumes a
stature far removed from that of a Hollywood chiller. First and
foremost it is a study of the effects of loneliness on a sensitive
human being, and this follows logically from Robinson Crusoe
in its insistence on the ensuing mental disorders.
“ You have lived too long alone”, Archibaldo’s fiancee tells him,
and beneath the ordered discipline of the direction disturbing refer
ences to Bunuel’s earlier work reveal the workings of Archibaldo’s
unstable mind. The urge to shock, to shatter the smugness of the
bourgeois, is still evident—the brutal murder of the bride at a society
wedding ; the startling angle of the revolutionaries in the streets
(reminiscent of the street-accident scene in Un Chien Andalou).
Archibaldo himself has been forced into his criminal machinations
by the same social codes and conventions that drove Modot to
destructive furies in L’Age d’Or. But the society which could
provide such facilities as the delinquent-correction farm in Los
Olvidados can now think of nothing better to deter a potential
criminal, Archibaldo, than to offer a piece of advice : “ Use an
electric razor in future ” !
If Bunuel’s faith in the good-will of society to prevent
crime is thus revealed shattered, the ending of the film
would suggest that he himself has moved from his former
stubbornly antagonistic attitude to the conventions of society
to a more conformist one : Archibaldo finally gains happiness
only by accepting the very conventions which originally
were the cause of his fits of madness. He marries one of the
young women he had earlier attempted to murder. The happy
ending is hardly in keeping with the general tone of the film and
is possibly a box-office concession. On the other hand the irony
of the final situation might have appealed to Bunuel’s highly
individual sense of humour, an assumption to which the mocking
tone of certain sequences lends some force. The film as a whole,
however, is not a great one ; it belongs to the cinema of
entertainment and its value lies in the attempt to reconcile highly
personal ideas with the needs of a mass-public.
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WISH of ducks, winged whistling south as crying
water bumps across the ankles of thin legged reeds,

the wind across the sands gnawing as hounds
and time as the flowers fold,
light in a sun dance on bare boughs
where a spear of birds travel at the hour of dawn
lump into the water where now the phlegm
from a rifle coughs, a drake unhinged from the air
plunged down slipping upon its own shadow,
where the cold sound of a hound barks
in a ritual moves across, stepping on his own breath
now where the lone dove coiling down the loft
of winds weirdly wandering, like Rachel muttering
her cliche of grief, until the black flak of another
volley claws into the hair of the wind — and grips
her feathers in a rude fist and slams her down
into the drowsy stream, as the brown clay vase of dawn
fills to the brim with blood spills over into light and
river, now where impatient the hunter stuffs the limp drake
and dove into a bamboo grave,
the soft chatter of the chill water, when wild geese slip
coldly through the autumn out of range, as the free are
wont.
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NEW BOOKS
The D e v i l : N ote* f o r a F u tu r e D ia b o lo g y, by Giovanni Papini,
(Eyre and Spottiswoode, 15s.)
IGNOR PAPINI at the outset of his treatise distinguishes
between Diabology, the science of the nature of Satan, and
Demonology, the science of satanic manifestations : temptation,
possession, conjuration and the like. He sets aside the activities
of the Devil through his agents and seeks to examine the nature
of the personal principle of Evil in the light of Holy Writ and
the Fathers.
Origen it was who first taught that the cause of the Devil’s
rebellion was pride ; that he wished to make himself independent
of the Creator ; and this is the commonly accepted view today.
But Papini demonstrates that such a wish is inconsistent with
angelic intelligence. Before Origen a different opinion was held.
S. Justin, S. Irenaeus, Tertullian, S. Cyprian and S. Gregory of
Nyssa (the catechist) had all attributed Satan’s act of rebellion
to envy of created man, whom God had made lower than the
angels but whom He vowed to prefer above them in glory and
honour. In the fifteenth century Ambrosius Catharinus, and
in the sixteenth Suarez raised this theory to its highest power by
teaching that it was not towards created man that Satan fell into
rebellious envy, but towards Another, begotten, not created,
before all worlds to be the Second Adam, Mediator and Redeemer.
Here we are faced with a paradox, for was not the purpose
of the Incarnation to redeem mankind from the bondage of Evil ?
How then could the Author of all Evil desire to be instrumental,
in the destruction of Evil ?
This contradiction remains good so long as we limit the
Incarnation,to being contingent on the Fall. But Duns Scotus,
on whose theology the respectable Suarez based his own, held
that the Incarnation was not so limited, but conceived from the
beginning in the mind of God as an unconditional part of the
Divine plan ; that God would have taken flesh and visited his
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people, whether Adam had sinned or not. It was not then to
the role of Redeemer that Satan aspired, but to be the Glory of
the Father as manifested on earth in the Hypostatic Union.
From this Papini argues that it was not an unwillingness to
serve, but an excessive and misdirected desire to serve, that brought
about the Devil’s downfall.
Papini then marshals his arguments in favour of Satan’s
ultimate redemption and restoration to his first estate.
This crude summary does little justice to the erudition or
clarity of the author, whose treatment of Christ’s contention
with Satan in the wilderness, of the kiss of Satan incarnate in
Judas, and of the Devil’s part in the crucifixion are worth particular
attention.
One may ask whether diabological studies are not tangential to
modem conditions, and again one may ask whether indifference
to the Satanic nature is not one more Satanic manifestation.
The truths of diabology, like those of theology, are, I presume,
learnt by study of authority and by experience. I cannot vouch
for the orthodoxy of this work, since it bears neither the Mark
of the Beast nor an Imprimatur. As to experience, it depends
on the kind of experience that you encourage.
A.J.N.

The P u b lic L ib ra r y , by William John Murison, (Harrap 10s. 6d.)
R. MURISON is probably one of those earnest Scots who
gave rise to the theory, right or wrong, that the Scottish
educational system is superior to the English. What is really
meant by this is that they take their education more seriously.
Mr. Murison is an experienced librarian, and is now chairman
of the Northern Ireland Branch of the Library Association.
He is therefore eminently qualified to write this study of the
growth of the Public Library in Britain, and its purpose in modem
society. Although primarily a book for students and librarians,
anyone with a serious interest in reading and its eifect will find
something of interest in it.
There has been so much outcry recently about horror comics,
and here is a true antidote to their influence — the further
development and use of the public library. The chapter on the
origins of the Public Library in Britain shows that it was closely
bound up with educational and social reform of the nineteenth
century. There are long chapters on the modem social background
and the “ Library for Education ”. I would like to have seen
more stress on the Library for Enjoyment, and not quite so much
emphasis on the moral aspect. After all when once reading with
understanding has been mastered, the sheer enjoyment is far
greater than that gained from the mere glancing at a strip cartoon,
and so education comes through enjoyment. The pleasure to
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be obtained from the Public Library, apart from any educational
or moral advancement, is endless.
But, as Mr. Murison points out, the Public Library has still
not reached its full significance in that it is not yet being used
to its capacity. And although enormous scope is offered on
its shelves, owing to the narrowness (either ethical or political)
of some of the controlling committees, there is still not complete
freedom in choice of books.
C.G.

E lin o r G ly n : a bio g ra p h y, by Anthony Glyn, (Hutchinson, 18s.)
“ T^LINOR GLYN ? She was the daughter of a bishop.
r . It was a terrible disgrace. I remember how sorry we
felt for him.”
Mr. Anthony Glyn checks the legend of his grandmother in
every particular. She was not the daughter of a bishop.
“ Did you read Three Weeks, Mrs. Noakes ?
“ Certainly not. I suppose so. Ridiculous book.”
And she quivered again with the movements of a snake.
“ Three Weeks ? No, I’m afraid not. It’s very out of date.
No, I’m sorry, the library can’t order old fiction.”
Nearly fifty years have gone by, and the passions of Paul and
Queen Draga have become old fiction. Yet there was a time
when everyone knew why Paul bit the rose, what the lady whispered
in Paul’s ear, as she lay in his arms on the couch of roses, crushed
deep and half buried in their violet leaves ; when evep'one knew
whose tiny curl of golden hair it was that came to Paul in England,
wrapped in a perfumed letter. Ah, the old fiction of i t !
“ Beautiful savage Paul,” she whispered. “ Do you love me ?
Tell me that.”
“ Love you ! ” he said. “ Good God ! Love you ! Madly,
and you know it, darling Queen.”
“ The penalties for smuggling are severe,” says the loudspeaker
four times in the course of the daytrip, so that none of us shall
forget ourselves and buy any palest orchid-mauve silk curtains
in Boulogne-sur-Mer.
They were sitting on the tiger by now, and she undulated round
and all over him, feeling his coat, and his face, and his hair, as
a blind person might, till it seemed as if she were twined about
him like a serpent.
“ Hurry along, please. British passports on the right.”
“ This Venice is for you and me, my Paul.”
And hurry along, please, Messrs. Duckworth, with a reprint of
His Hour. After the grandson’s memorial to die Siren, we shall
want that too.
A.J.N.
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THE HERETICS:
QUADRICENTENARY
by ALAN NEAME

N THE 16th of October, 1555, those two pillars of
Christ’s church, Dr. Nicholas Ridley, bishop of London,
and Mr. Hugh Latimer, sometime bishop of Worcester, were
burnt in one fire at Oxford. Men ever memorable for their piety,
learning, and incomparable ornaments and gifts of grace, joined
with no less commendable sincerity of life.”
The fourth centenary of the persecutions under Queen Mary
sends us back once more to the approved horror-book of
Victorian childhoood — Foxe’s Book o f Martyrs. Inflammatory
and polemical, historically unreliable, stylistically vigorous, vivid
and moving, The History o f the Acts and Monuments of the Church,
for all its prosy title, used to hold exclusive rights alongside
The Pilgrim's Progress for Sunday reading. In the days before
the weeklies had found their way into the schoolroom, these two
works stood in much the same complementary relationship to
each other as the present Spectator to the Police Gazette : the
Pilgrim’s Progress was more suitable for the young, but the Book
of Martyrs was very much more exciting. My own edition of
Foxe, printed in the year that Mr. Gladstone disestablished, and
partially disendowed, the Protestant Episcopal Church of Ireland,
is a companion volume to Aunt Louisa’s London Gift Book
comprising Nursery Songs, Edith and Milly’s Housekeeping,
&c., with Kronheim’s illustrations, price 5s. The other endpaper
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advertises Victoria Tales and Stories at Is. a packet, with such
titles as Little Arthur; or Child Love, Marion Wilder ; or the
Passionate Girl, Harry Somers; or the Dangers of Disobedience ;
also coloured texts in Kronheim & Co’s oil colour illustration
at 3d. each on oblong cards. Such was the company that the
Book of Martyrs kept on the nursery shelf in 1869.
What were Kronheim’s plates like for Marion Wilder ?
The oil colour illustrations of the sufferings of the Reformers
are revolting, would outrage any modern committee for childprotection. Thomas Bilney (tl532), a Henrican martyr burnt
on the writ of St. Thomas More, hangs half-naked above the
faggots, a chain about his waist attaching him to the stake.
His legs and fore-arms are scarlet from the action of the flames.
While a Romish divine grins shortsightedly through the smoke,
a crimson halberdier leans backwards to gain purchase for the
death blow. Or there is Anne Askew (t!546), a lady of good
family and accomplished education, bound to the stake at
Smithfield. Clad in a white shift, her brown hair flying in the
wind, her hands clasped and her eyes raised heavenwards, she
stands barefooted like Joan of Arc on the as yet unkindled reeds.
At a neighbouring stake we see John Adams, tailor, in red smock,
deeply absorbed in prayer. Further away, under the tower of
S. Bartholomew the Great, Nicholas Belenian, priest, and John
Lacel, gentleman of the court and household of King Henry,
chained back to back at a third stake, pray in the flames. In
the foreground, a humpbacked minion stacks the fuel about
Mrs. Askew’s feet, while Dr. Shaxton, dressed as a black devil
in cap and gown, ends his sermon by brandishing a conditional
pardon before her averted eyes. Or the agony of Ridley and
Latimer outside the gates of Balliol College. Bound back to
back to a great oaken post, the martyrs are enveloped in hellish
billows .of smoke and flame. Latimer has already slumped
forward in the fumes, but Ridley, standing firm and square on
the flaming gorse, his head held high and his two arms raised
to heaven in a tenseness of gesture reminiscent of Michel-Angelo’s
prophets, cries “ with a wonderful loud voice : Lord, Lord,
receive my spirit” .
These scenes are executed in the hectic colours of Victorian
stained-glass, and Aunt Louisa guarantees their suitability for
the young and impressionable.
Pictorial fashions have changed since the days of Mr. Gladstone,
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and in any case the luridness of Kronheim’s illustrations cannot
be laid to the responsibility of John Foxe, who was bom in 1516.
But Foxe has a reputation as horror-monger in his own right,
as a Protestant polemic who retailed with exaggeration every
Romish atrocity story that he could. It is however sometimes
forgotten that, when Foxe compiled his book, he had himself
lived right through the Henrican and Marian persecutions;
that Foxe had not only been an extreme protestant in times when
even a suspicion of Protestantism often spelled rack if not stake,
but a Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, sharply watched for
signs of unorthodoxy ; that Foxe had been obliged to resign
his fellowship under King Henry, and flee for five penurious years
to the continent under Queen Mary ; and that Foxe had actually
received the diaconate in 1550 at the hands of Dr. Ridley himself,
whose last moments were to be peculiarly frightful. Most
sufferers at the stake were either suffocated by the smoke (like
Latimer), or detonated by a charge of gunpowder hung about
their persons, within a few moments of the application of the fire.
But in Ridley’s case, the wind had been in such a direction and
the fire so mislaid “ that it burned all his nether parts before it
once touched the upper ; and that made him leap up and down
under the faggots, and often desire them to let the fire come to
him, saying : I cannot burn ”. With all that, and the uninhibited
brutality of the age, in mind, we may absolve Foxe from the crude
sensationalism of which he is sometimes accused.
As historian, Foxe is full-bloodedly partisan. The burning
of George Wishart of St. Andrews (tl546) is a sacrilege ; the
murder of Cardinal Beaton in the same year is morally doubtful.
Bishop Gardiner is the violent Gardiner ; Bishop Bonner is the
cruel Bonner ; Bonner’s death is a stinking death. The appearance
of the Book of Martyrs so immediately upon the death of Bloody
Mary, in Latin (1559) and in English (1563), its vigorous abuse
of the Romish Church and the cruel bishops, even of the late
Sovereign herself, its impartial glorification of such improbable
bedfellows as the Albigensians, the Lollards, Antoinette Bourguignon
and Thomas Cranmer, not for any doctrine that they ever held
in common, but for the accident that each opposed the authority
of the Holy See and suffered for i t ; all suits the author’s intention
of which he made no secret: that the readers of the book should
be so filled with horror and scorn at Romish Tyranny that papistry
should perish out of the land forever. And the measure of Foxe’s
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success is this, that the sons of those citizens of Canterbury (to
take one example) who had groaned with grief at King Henry’s
execution of four Augustinian friars in 1538, hooted with glee
at Queen Elizabeth’s execution of three Catholic priests and one
layman in 1588, the year after Foxe’s death. Canterbury, as areligious centre, had its own Martyrs’ Field. Executions of
Protestants who denied the authority of the Pope and of Catholics
who denied the supremacy of the King took place there in the
reign of Henry VIII ; of Protestants who denied the sacrifice
of the Mass under Mary ; and Catholics who refused to commit
themselves on the “ bloodie question ” under Elizabeth. This
reciprocity of persecution is ignored by Foxe, who treats the
Act of Supremacy and its consequences as a joke at the Pope’s
expense. (Of the “ bloodie question ”, of course, he could know
nothing, since it had not then been propounded.)
Bloody Mary, the Pope, his murdering religion and his bloody
doctrine, the stinking death of Edmund Bonner, commonly
called the bloody bishop of London, Elizabeth’s bloody question
(“ If the Pope invaded England, with whom would you side ? ”
“ I would pray always for the victory of the Catholic Faith.”) —
It was a bloody century.
Lollards, Carthusians, Augustinians,
Lutherans and Jesuits were martyred in turn ; Reformers from
the Low Countries, Counter-Reformers from France ; Chancellor,
Archbishop, professors of the universities, regular and secular
clergy, gentlemen of the court, singing-men of Windsor, tailors,
tallowchandlers’ apprentices, ladies of good learning, maidservants
of none, followed each other with holy recklessness to the stake,
the block or the gallows.
Whereas Mr. Evelyn Waugh, in his Life o f Edmund Campion,
succeeded in epitomising the sufferings and heroisms of the
Catholic recusants in the history of one great man, Foxe achieves
the same aim for the Protestant reformers by a cumulative method,
of telling many histories. Each, whether of high or humble,
whether lengthy or barely more than anecdotal, comes to the
same horrible and exalted ending. Though his figures are
exaggerated and his facts distorted, his sense of the dramatic
moment, his mastery of characterisation, his flair for the
telling detail, his reproduction of the martyrs’ conversation,
whether fabulous or true, should have ensured him a place of
pre-eminence among the fathers of English realistic journalism
alongside Defoe.
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There is for example the turning of the tables in the case of
Robert Testwood, who in the year 1538 scandalised the Catholic
clergy of Windsor by saying that “ every king in his own realm
and dominion ought to be the head of the church under Christ
King Henry, as far as everyone knew, was still Defender of the
Roman Faith, and an old chantry-priest named Ely determined
to denounce Testwood to the Dean of Windsor for heresy at the
earliest opportunity. But the Dean was in London ; legislation
of the greatest importance was before parliament. When the
Dean returned, he announced at an emergency meeting of the
Chapter “ that by the unanimous consent of parliament, the
Pope’s supremacy was utterly abolished out of this realm of
England for ever ; and so commanded every man there, upon
his allegiance, to call him Pope no more, but bishop of Rome,
and whosoever that would not do so, he should not only lose
the benefit of that house, but be reputed an utter enemy to God
and the King. The canons, on hearing this, were all thunderstruck.
Ely’s heart was ready to burst, and he began to belch forth his
fury against Testwood, but the dean, breaking his tale, called
him an old fool, and took him up so sharply, that he was obliged
to hold his peace. Then the dean commanded all the Pope’s
pardons, which hung about the church, to be brought into the
Chapter-house, and burnt before their faces.” This timely
coup d'eglise of the King’s did not however prevent Testwood
from going to the stake in 1543 on a multiple conviction of speaking
against the Six Articles, iconoclasm, and insults offered to the
Virgin Mary.
Although the martyrs suffered for the same cause and suffered
mostly in the same manner, Foxe overcomes the hagiographer’s
temptation to reduce his large number of personages to types.
His methods, we know, were to interview survivors and eye-witnesses
and to consult local records, in quest of which he undertook a
number of journeys. Even though in certain cases his findings
can be proved to be inaccurate, his researches have resulted in a
gallery of Tudor diversity. Perhaps these distinctions of character
are nowhere better shown than in the conversations of two of
his women, the one a lady of London, the other a maidservant
of an Essex husbandman.
Anne Askew, friend of Lady Suffolk, Lady Sussex, Lady Hertford,
See., was sent a priest to shrive her. She told him that she would
prefer one of three others “ because she knew them to be men
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of wisdom
“ As for you, or any other,” she said, “ I will not
dispraise, because I know you not.” . The priest answered,
“ Think not but that I, or any other that may be brought you,
shall be as honest as they ; for if we were not, you may be sure
the King would not suffer us to preach.” Then she answered
with the saying of Solomon, “ By communing with the wise I
may leant wisdom, but by talking with a fool I shall take scathe.”
Confounded by her wit the priest changed his course, and asked,
If the host should fall, and a beast did eat it, whether the beast
did receive God or no ? She answered, “ Seeing that you have
taken the pains to ask the question, I desire you also to assoilit
yourself”. — These are the haughty prevarications of a lettered
woman. Let us compare them with rustic repartee of Rose Allin
(tl557) who was fetching her mother a drink in the middle of the
night, when “ Tyrrel met her, and willed her to give her father
and mother good counsel, and advertise them to be better catholic
people.
Rose. Sir, they have a better instructor than I ; for the Holy
Ghost doth teach them, I hope, which I trust will not suffer them
to err.
Tyrrel. Why, are thou still in that mind, thou naughty house-wife ?
Marry, it is time to look upon such heretics indeed.
Rose. Sir, with that which you call heresy do I worship my
Lord God ; I tell you truth.
Tyrrel. Then I perceive you will burn, gossip, with the rest, for
company’s sake.
Rose. No, sir, not for company’s sake, but my Christ’s sake
so I be compelled.
Then that cruel Tyrrel, taking the candle from her, held her wrist,
and the burning candle under her hand, burning crosswise over
the back thereof so long till the very sinews cracked asunder, as
witnessed by William Chandler, then dwelling at Much-Bentley,
who was there present and saw it. But she, quietly suffering
his rage for the time, at the last said, ‘ Sir, have ye done what ye
will do ? ’ And he said, ‘ Yea ; and if thou think it be not
well, then mend it.’ ‘ Mend i t ! ’ said Rose ; ‘ may the Lord
mend you, and give you repentance, it if be his will. And now,
if you will think it good, begin at. the feet and burn to the head
also ; for he that set you a work shall pay your wages one day,
I warrant you.’ And so she went and carried her mother drink,
as she was commanded.”
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Mend it ! said Rose, may the Lord mend you ! He who set
you a work shall pay your wages ! There is no mistaking the
language of below-stairs, no confusing Rose’s farm-kitchen sarcasm
with the calculated insolence of a friend of Lady Suffolk’s.
As a contrast to the subtle reasonings of the Oxford martyrs,
we have the forthright idiom of Thomas Hudson (tl557), glover
of Aylsham, a very honest poor man with a wife and three children.
Berry the commissary, among other matters, asked him, “ Doest
thou not believe in the sacrament of the altar ? What is it ? ”
“ It is worm’s meat,” quoth Hudson, “ my belief is Christ
crucified ”. “ Dost thou not believe the mass to put away sins ? ”
“ No, God forbid ! it is a patched monster, and a disguised
puppet; more longer a-piecing than ever was Solomon’s temple.”
At which words Berry stamped, fumed* and showed himself as
a madman.
The shock of the commissary is as lively presented as the
indiscretion of the prisoner. Throughout the book there are
such striking details, nicely calculated to discredit the papists.
The head of George Eagles (+1557), for instance, “ was set up
at Chelmsford on the market-cross, on a long pole, and there
stood till the wind did blow it down ; and lying certain days in
the street tumbled about (used as a football), one caused it to be
buried in the churchyard in the night.” Or in connection with
the burning of Mrs. Askew, there is an account of a bumbling
delay which involved the old Duke of Norfolk, against whom
Foxe nursed a particular spite as the personal cause of his having
had to flee the country in 1554. “ Upon the bench, under S.
Bartholomew’s church, sat Wriothesley, the chancellor of England,
the old duke of Norfolk, the old earl of Bedford, the lord mayor
with divers others. Before the fire was kindled, one of the bench,
hearing that the condemned had gunpowder about them, and
being afraid lest the faggots, by strength of the gunpowder, would
come flying about their ears, began to be afraid ; but the earl
of Bedford observing how the gunpowder was not laid under
the faggots, but only about their bodies to rid them of their pain,
which having vent, there was no danger to them, so diminished
that fear.”
One further example of the vitality of Foxe’s reporting we might
take from the last year of Queen Mary’s reign. John Fetty, a
poor man of Clerkenwell, denounced by his own wife for not
going to church, had been imprisoned in the Lollards’ Tower.
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His son of eight came to Bishop Bonner’s house to enquire where
his father was. “ Why,” said one of the chaplains, “ thy father
is a heretic ! ” To which the boy retorted, “ My father is no
heretic ; for you have Balaam’s mark ! ” For this impertinence
the boy was beaten by the chaplain and his mates until “ he was
in one gore of blood
Foxe allows even the cruel Bonner to
be affected on hearing of this barbarity ; he decided to release
Fetty by way of amends. Fetty was escorted to the bishop’s
bed-chamber, the place, curiously enough, selected for granting
him his discharge. “ While Fetty was there waiting, he espied
hanging upon the bishop’s bed a great pair (rosary) of black beads :
whereupon he said, “ My lord, I think the hangman is not far off ;
for the halter,” (pointing to the beads) “ is here already ”. At
which words the bishop was in a marvellous rage. Then,
immediately after, Fetty espied a little crucifix, and asked the
bishop what it was ; and he answered that it was Christ. “ Was
he handled so cruelly as he is here pictured ? ” quoth Fetty.
“ Yea, that he was,” said the bishop. “ And even so cruelly,”
replied the other, “ will you handle such as come before you.
For you are unto God’s people as Caiaphas was unto Christ.”
Stomaching the insult, Bonner let this cockney go, one of the few
Protestants, if we are to believe Foxe, who ever escaped from
the monster’s clutches after falling into them.
In reading the last words of the condemned, one is struck by a
curious feature that many of them have in common. These
utterances are pervaded by the imagery of eating. Henry Filmer
of Windsor (tl543) remarks : Be merry, my brethen ; for after
this sharp breakfast, I trust we shall have a good dinner in the
kingdom of Christ. George Wishart of St. Andrews (tl546) :
I know surely that my soul shall sup with my Saviour Christ this
night, ere it be six hours. John Bradford of Manchester (tl555) :
Be of good comfort, brother ; for we shall have a merry supper
with the Lord this night. Nicholas Ridley (1555) : Though my
breakfast shall be somewhat sharp and painful, yet I am sure my
supper will be more pleasant and sweet. Simon Miller of Lynn
(tl557) : Good sister, we shall have a joyful and sweet supper. —
These words, with the sole exception of Ridley’s, were not spoken
at the last meal of the condemned as one might expect, but at
the stake itself. Vestigial puritanism raises an eyebrow at the
use of such “ carnal ” imagery by those condemned for preaching
a more “ spiritual ” religion. Is the similarity perhaps due to
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Foxe ? He says in a gratuitous simile that “ all the way (to the
stake) Dr. Taylor (tl555) was joyful and merry, as one that accounted
himself going to a most pleasant banquet or bridal ” , Or was
it a fashionable image taken from broadsheets in clandestine
circulation among the Reformers ?
And why eating, rather
than some more “ spiritual ” activity ? There are other references
to eating and drinking too, of a more peripheral kind. Dr.
Rowland Taylor of Hadley amazed the sheriff’s escort by a horrid
joke about eating. He suddenly told them that he had been
deceiving himself and a great number of others at the same time.
This raised everyone’s hopes that he was going to recant, since
he was very much loved. He went on : “ I will tell you how
I have been deceived, and, as I think, I shall deceive a great many.
I am, as you see, a man of a very large body, which I thought
should have been buried in Hadley churchyard, had I died as
I hoped I should have done ; but herein I was deceived ; and
there are a great number of worms in Hadley churchyard, which
would have had a merry feeding upon me ; but now I know we
shall be deceived, both I and they ; for this carcase must now
be burned to ashes, and they shall lose their feast.” Perhaps
some echo of this sally had reached Hudson before he taunted
the commissary about “ worm’s meat ” in 1557. Joyce Lewes
of Manchester (tl557) on her way to the stake, drank a toast
“ to all them that un-feignedly love the gospel of Jesus Christ,
and wish for the abolishment of papistry ”.
Margery Polley, widow of the diocese of Rochester (tl555),
seems to have been the first of the Marian martyrs to use the
metaphor of marriage. “ You may rejoice, Waid,” she shouted
to a fellow-sufferer, “ to see such a company gathered to celebrate
your marriage this day ”. That was in July. In October of
the same year, Ridley, at dinner the night before he died, linked
the two images of banquet and bridal together as he comforted
his hostess. “ O Mrs. Irish, you love me not, I see well enough ;
for in that you weep, it doth appear you will not be at my marriage,
neither are content therewith. But quiet yourself; though my
breakfast shall be somewhat sharp and painful, yet I am sure my
supper will be more pleasant and sweet.”
If the martyrs’ words are faithfully reported, did the image
spring from their obsessive arguments about the Eucharistic meal,
which Thomas Hudson had significantly called “ worm’s meat ” ;
whether Christ was corporeally or spiritually present in the Mass,
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whether and how Christ was eaten or received in the Sacrament,
whether, if the host should fall, and a beast did eat it . . . . and
so forth ? Or was it that, their minds by common pre-occupation
playing upon the Book of Revelations, they saw in their fires the
destruction of the harlot city of Rome and the triumphant
supper-board of the Lamb spread for them across the heavens ?
The Martyrs’ Memorial was set up in Oxford in the last
century to commemorate the generosity of those Protestants.
Many since then have changed sides in the great debate on the
Sacramental Banquet that divided England four hundred years
ago. Many more have grown indifferent to it. Perhaps only
a handful understand its terms, or have patience with its scholastic
discussions tempered with abuse. But, to the modern reader,
whether sympathetic, antagonistic or indifferent to the Reformers,
Foxe, for all his prejudice, has preserved the acts and accents
of a people who were prepared to sacrifice all, to brave the Pope
himself, for principle. Though his History o f the Church is but
a lopsided monument to Christian charity, it does memorialise
more enduringly than any cenotaph the moral courage of the
Protestant Martyrs.
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LETTERS
EUGENICS FOR EUROPE
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
In his letter about my article Eugenics for Europe which
you were good enough to print in your August number,
“ Catholic ” appears entirely to have missed the point I make
about birth control. My article suggested a system of differential
children’s allowances in order to encourage the breeding of those
whom society considered desirable and to reduce that of some
others. But as those individuals whose breeding was considered
positively undesirable would get no allowance at all under my
system, I anticipated that the Roman Catholic Church might
object on the grounds that this would probably lead to an increase
in the use of birth control among such people. I pointed out,
however, that this increased use of contraception among certain
classes would probably be accompanied by a reduction in its use
among certain other classes whose reproduction was being
encouraged, and that therefore this objection would be groundless.
“ Catholic ” says this argument does not hold because “ the
number of people using contraceptives or the social class to which
they belong is of little interest to a church which condemns any
artificial birth prevention as being contrary to the moral law ”.
That is precisely my point. The Roman Catholic Church can
hardly deny that birth control is in fact used at present, wrong
as this may be. Therefore it must logically be indifferent to the
introduction of a differential allowance system which changes
the class of people who use it.
It could understandably object if the authorities were deliberately
encouraging the use of birth control among those they did not
want to breed, and in so far as this propaganda was affecting its
own members, this objection would be quite legitimate. But I do
not think active propaganda of this sort would be necessary.
It has been proved by certain modern birthrate figures — notably
those in the Irish Republic — that birth can be restricted without
artificial methods. In Ireland, the falling rate is due to the
prevalence of late marriage. To the genetic control authorities
it would be indifferent whether the lessening of reproduction
among undesirables was achieved in this way, or through birth
control. The way in which each individual reacted to the
economic sanction] of deprivation of children’s allowance would
be left to his conscience.
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Another of “ Catholic’s ” objections to my article is that the
acceptance of the need for genetic self-control of society “ opens
the way . . . . to introduce both sterilisation and euthanasia,
by compulsion ” . All systems are liable to abuse. We do not
object to the arming of policemen with truncheons on the grounds
that a future government might order them to bash every
passer-by on the head. If anything, genetic control should be
less liable to abuse than other fields of state activity, because it
is not aimed at present advantage. The sudden introduction
of compulsory sterilisation could hardly do anything to solve
a government’s day-to-day problems, in the sense that the sudden
introduction of (say) People’s Courts to get rid of political
opposition might. The reference to euthanasia has nothing
whatever to do with eugenics because genetically speaking
sterilisation has the same effect.
Mr. O. C. Drewitt’s letter about my article complains that I
leave the' human soul out of my proposed measures, which he
says imply the argument that “ humanity must be controlled
like a farmyard and reared like an experimental stock of
Drosophila ”, If he means by this that I assume genetic laws
to apply as rigidly to humanity as they do to other forms of life,
then his inference is correct. I do not know of one authority
who denies that these laws do so apply — though the fact is often
ignored. But my whole article was devoted to considering a
way in which humanity can improve itself genetically without
being “ controlled like a farmyard ”. In the use of the statistical
method as opposed to absolute compulsion, I am proposing —
at the cost of a good deal of efficiency — a way to reconcile the
necessity for eugenics with the fact that man has a soul.
I do not think that Mr. Drewitt is at all clear as to just what
this implies. As I understand it, the main attribute of a soul
is a certain freedom from physical laws. The more common
manifestation of this is free will — the possibility of self-sacrifice,
fall, regeneration, conversion. The soul can also show what
may be called a miracle potentiality — what Mr. Drewitt refers
to as “ being capable of transfiguration and deification ” .
The evidence is too abundant to be shrugged off, both that this
miracle potentiality exists and that it is in no way connected with
mental powers. But for some reason most people who take these
things into account are so obsessed with them that they either
come to regard the existence of the material universe and its laws
as completely unimportant or — as Mr. Drewitt does — drag
“ the soul ” into all contexts whether it is relevant or not.
The soul exercises its functions in freedom and is essentially
unpredictable. But that very fact means that groups of souls
tend to conform to the law of averages. The soul’s freedom
only retains its full significance when we are dealing with one
individual ; in the mass it tends to cancel out. What it does,
so far as eugenics is concerned, is to place decisive bounds on what
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the authorities may demand of any man. In any scheme for
racial improvement the social geneticists would be dealing not
with pigs and flies but with their own equals, and would therefore
have no right to prohibit anyone to exercise his God-given power
of procreation, or to order him to marry some chosen mate or
to have so many children. This is why I suggest a system of
differential children’s allowances. For Welfare State benefits
are not a divine but a human gift ; what man gives, man may
take away. In such a system the individual human soul would
be free to decline to submit to what I call eugenic pressure, though
society as a whole would be likely to react to it.
But Mr. Drewitt implies that the possession of a soul affects
the question of who ought, eugenically speaking, to be encouraged
to reproduce. He says, correctly, that the moron of I.Q.60 has
a soul. This fact certainly affects the moron’s absolute, value,
and therefore, for eugenics purposes, the right of the genetic
authorities to order him about. But it cannot affect his relative
value to other human beings, because each of them also has a
soul. At present the moron may have seven children, brought
up with state aid ; a genius of I.Q.140 probably only has two
because he wants to send them to Eton. Which is better : to
allow this to continue, or by manipulating children’s allowances
to encourage the genius to have seven children and the moron
two ? Whether the genius or the moron are restricting thenprocreation they are hindering the birth of souls into the world.
In Mr. Drewitt’s sense, there is no difference whatever. But
under the system of “ laisser-naitre ” , the moron and the genius
between them are lowering the average national intelligence,
whereas under genetic control they would be raising it.
Mr. Drewitt raises one practical problem — that of the children
of genetically undesirable individuals who might suffer discomfort
owing to the withholding of children’s allowances. His objection
is that once these children have been brought into the world it
is wrong to penalise them as part of the eugenic pressure being
brought to bear on their parents. I agree with him and add that
this would not only be unjust, but foolish. Many children of
undesirable parents are of potential value in some capacity ;
they may even, owing to the vagaries of genetic recombination,
be highly desirable from the breeding point of view. It would
be both wrong and wasteful to deny them the full development
of their possibilities.
My ideas in this connection could have been gathered from
my article, though I will amplify them here. I propose that as
at present the authorities should take over the education and
care of all children whom their parents cannot bring up through
poverty or fecklessness, or should not bring up because of cruelty
or criminality, but with this big difference ; the parents should
be forced to pay heavily for their upkeep on pain, perhaps, of
some kind of imprisonment. In other words, give the children
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every attention but make the burden fall where it belongs — on
the parents. This would be an important deterrent to the
reproduction of certain dysgenic elements. If Mr. Drewitt
objects, he should remember that the possession of a soul involves
responsibilities as well as rights. He cannot consistently maintain
that it is wrong to penalise a couple who have brought a child
into the world for which they cannot make proper provision.
Yours, etc.,
K enneth Fisher.

London, N.W.6.

T. E. LAWRENCE AND THE ARABS
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
Desmond Stewart in his analysis T. E. Lawrence and the Arabs
would appear in a measure to be hunting with the hounds as
well as running with the fox, although finally going to earth
with the quarry.
As the writer states, “ Most of the comment has been hostile
to the book ”. Richard Aldington did not write from the heart,
but from an enlarged spleen. Need he have been quite so
vitriolic ? In his efforts to impress his reading public with
Lawrence’s shortcomings, Aldington has merely succeeded in
strengthening the case for the real Lawrence. So powerful is
the romanticism of this historical figure that posterity may come
to regard him as, to use a much misused word, fabulous, as we
now look upon King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table.
In this respect, I recall a conversation with a South African friend
who scoffed at my statement that Bonnie Prince Charlie actually
existed. His contention was that the story of the Young Chevalier
was “ a fairy tale ” ! As well it might appear to be.
I must contradict the assertion that Lawrence is largely
un-remembered. I have spoken with Palestinian Arabs of all
ages who enthused over “ Lahrens ” as they called him. If
“ Ricardo ” (Richard Coeur de Lion) is still remembered, how
could “ Lahrens ” already be forgotten ?
Mention is made of the fact that Gandhi in India called ofT
the independence movement for the duration of the war.
A similar claim can be made for the Arabs, since the Arab Rebellion
which had lasted for several years came to an abrupt end with
the outbreak of World War II, whereas, at the same time, the
Jewish subversive movement became stronger, culminating in
the Jewish riots and acts of sabotage which made it necessary
for large numbers of British troops and police to be employed
in Palestine. Amongst the Arabs, the only embarrassment was
caused by small bands of armed bandits who preyed upon the
villagers.
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Lawrence’s services to the British cause were invaluable, and
should not be underestimated. Without the intervention of
Lawrence, there could never have been any co-operation between
Arabs and British.
The would-be iconoclast was “ hoist by his own petard ”.
The legend of Lawrence of Arabia will live long after Aldington
is forgotten.
Yours, etc.,
J. G. E. Bedford
128 Uxbridge Road,
London, W.12.
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
While acknowledging Mr. Desmond Stewart’s superior knowledge
of the Near East, I would remind him that his observations on
the qualms that some Moslems felt over supporting the Franzawi
against Turkey take no account of the old Arabic proverb :
“ The enemy of my enemy is my friend ”.
Some of the western Arabs acted as irregular troops for the
Germans and Italians, not out of any great fondness for the latter
(who dropped Senussi leaders from aircraft without parachutes
and imported Christian soldiers from Eritrea with crosses on
their uniforms), but because the English, Greeks, Israelites, Indians,
Poles, Australasians, South Africans and others happened to
be in alliance with those Frenchmen who were still fighting.
Similarly, the “ wild geese ” who left Ireland after the victory
of the Dutch usurper fought for France (among other countries)
and had the pleasure of defeating their old enemies at Fontenoy.
Yours, etc.,
Patrick J. N. Bury.
Ballymountain House,
Waterford, Eire.

SPANDAU
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
I wish to associate myself with the remarks of your correspondent
Peter Claydon, concerning Spandau. I would like to go a stage
further in criticising the people responsible.
Without discussing the facts of the Polish dispute, I wholeheartedly
and sincerely believe that we British should never have stuck our
noses into an affair which had nothing to do with us. The Polish
dispute was only an excuse for a few professional German-haters
to get at their old enemy once more. Any reasonable person
would realise the truth of Hitler’s words when he stated, on
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many occasions, that he had no wish for a war with England
and had no interests in the West.
The end of the war with Germany was as disgraceful as the
beginning. Brave soldiers were either sentenced to death or to
long terms of imprisonment ; to mention only three names —•
Reichsmarschall Goering, Admiral Doenitz, and Field-marshall
Kesselring. These men and many others fought as clean a war
as any total war allows.
Every true Englishman should feel a burning sense of shame
that they were treated as they were ; he should also vow that
never again will he have anything to do with bloody fratricidal
war. We must hope that it is still not too late to forge an eternal
and undying friendship and comradeship with our German cousins,
who, working together with us, may give such valuable contributions
to the re-building, re-generation and unification of the continent
of Europe.
Yours, etc.,
C. T. Matthews.
Ockley Manor Farm,
Hassocks, Sussex.

EUROPE AND AMERICA
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
Somebody once told me that it took about thirty years for an
idea to go from Europe to the U.S., and I reckon it’s true. Perhaps
the Atlantic and language are not to be entirely blamed since
it seems to take about that long for a good idea to get to Washington
from Wisconsin. From the few issues of your journal that I
have examined, I figure you may print one or two good ideas
a year, and so I fully intend to invest my next unclaimed six bucks
with you.
Now I have been, and remain, the consistent friend of Europe ;
although I stand for the entire independence of America. I pick
my friends because they are what I consider good people, people
with energy, people with ideas, people who are capable of contri
buting a little something toward the civilising of mankind. Those
who are not my friends are not necessarily enemies. It sure would
have been a pleasant experience to see something like this in
paragraph one of page three of your June issue. You have given
good reasons for not being “ anti-American ” but nary an excuse
for being a friend. You also make it appear that it ain’t so hard
to buy “ friends ” after all.
And don’t you guys think that we have no ideas over here that
you can use. Perhaps its reshipment, but if so, its reshipment
you need, with a regretable loss of time in transit of more than
thirty years. Here in America you find, as in Europe, that all
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real activity, including mental, takes place on a local level and
so it is obscured by national floundering more often than not,
but it is worth seeking out. Keep pluggin.
Yours, etc.,
Robert M. Furniss, Jn.
5001 Cushing Drive,
Kensington, Maryland.

THE PROBLEM OF POWER
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
Regarding The Problem o f Power in your July issue, point
four (page twenty-six) misses the main point, which is more
than simply that “ equal space to reply ” should be granted.
Also equal size headlines in an equally prominent place in the
publication must be permitted. Answering a front page article
with equal space on the back page, which is all your writer would
appear to grant, is preposterous.
Yours, etc.,
Redbru Bratb.

1111 Prince Street,
Alexandra, Va.

DIVIDED WE STAND
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
I have read with interest the criticism by “ G.V.” of the above
book, in your August number. It is so misleading that I waive
it to the one side with one exception :
“ Mr. Sheehy does not tell us that in Eire the Protestants
form six per cent of the population and hold thirty-seven
per cent of government appointments.”
I have read many wild statements by supporters of Eire but
never any such as this. Now “ G.V.” come to my assistance,
not only for me, but for other readers.
Please let us know from what authoritative statement you gave
the above percentages, so that we can check on the source of your
information.
Yours, etc.,
W . D ouglas .

Secretary.
Unionist Headquarters,
3 Glengall Street, Belfast.
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“ G.V.” comments •
My figures of the percentage of Protestants to the population
of the Twenty-six Counties were based on the last census.
Those for Protestants holding appointments have been quoted .
on so many occasions for so many years, varying slightly from
year to year, that it is impossible to give a single source.
In the Six Counties religious intolerance is prevalent and is )
encouraged by government spokesmen, who lead many Protestants
i
to believe that if Ireland were re-united they would suffer
persecution : the simple answer to this is that in the Twenty-six
Counties Protestants suffer no form of persecution, but on the
contrary hold positions out of all proportion to their numbers.

FRENCH LITERATURE
To the Editor of The European.

Sir,

Congratulations to The European’s September Diarist for
recognising decline of French authority in all matters pertaining
to literature. Juries and prizes long recognised by the French
themselves as a part of publishers’ advertising. N.R.F. is, we
may conclude, what it has been called, to w it: “ the obstetrician
of French mental decline ”, Translations into French are
inferior to those done into Spanish, German, Italian and Polish.
Yours, etc.,
John Furgeson.
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